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ABSTRACT
The cracking of scroll liners on the SSME High Pressure Fuel Turbo
Pump (HPFTP) on hot gas engine test firings has prompted a study into the
nature of pressure fluctuations in centrifugal pump stages. This study
will quantify the amplitudes of these fluctuations and where they
originate in the pump stage. To accomplish this, a test program has been
conducted to map the pressure pulsation activity in a centrifugal pump
stage. This stage is based on typical commercial (or generic) pump design
practice and not the specialized design of the HPFTP. Measurements made
in the various elements comprising the stage indicate that pulsation
activity is dominated by synchronous related phenomena. Pulsation
amplitudes measured in the scroll are low, on the order of 2% to 7% of the
impeller exit tip speed velocity head. Significant non-sychronous
pressure fluctuations occur at low flow, and while of interest to
commercial pump designers, have little meaning to the HPFTP experience.
Results obtained with the generic components do provide insights into
possible pulsation related scroll failures on the HPFTP, and provide a
basis for further investigation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
Extensive cracking in the volute scroll liner of the Space Shuttle
Main Engine (SSME) High Pressure Fuel Turbo Pump (HPFTP) during hot gas
test firings has been observed. During the post test damage assessment,
it was realized that little was known about the flow behavior past the
impeller exit. Literature searches revealed little. A test effort would
be required to measure the fluctuation pressures present in the various
elements of the pump stage. The work should be general enough to be
applicable to pumps of similar geometrical configuration.
Objective
The objective of the investigation is to quantify the fluctuating
pressure behavior in the various stage elements (impeller, diffuser and
collector scroll). The causes of pulsation activity must be determined
and their dependence on specific pump geometry investigated. The effects
of speed on scalability of these pulsations will also be established.
Test Hardware and Relationship to HPFTP DesiRn
The pump geometry used in the HPFTP varies from co_muercial practice
(which is referred to as generic design practice). The physical size
limitations imposed by flight hardware, result in a design with higher
head and flow coefficients than would be found on generic machines of
similar stage size. This approach has undoubtedly been the reason for
design features on the HPFTP which would not be found on its commercial
brothers. The use of multiple length splitter blades in the impeller to
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reduce blade loading is one example. Another is the unusual diffuser vane
design where the vanes are configured to not diffuse, but to turn the flow
in a more tangential direction. The scroll design is unusual in that the
throat area at the exit of the scroll is not sized to match the flow
exiting the third stage diffuser. The pump stage elements used in the
test rig are either taken from or derived from commercial design
practice. The configuration is the same as the HPFTP in that a last stage
impeller (2 stages on this tester as opposed to 3 stages on the HPFTP)
precedes a vaned diffuser, which in turn discharges into a single throat
(or discharge) volute type scroll. The test hardware is equiped with a
multitude of pressure sensors in these three key stage elements, to
measure the instantaneous pressures at a variety of flows and speeds.
Test Results
Three different configurations of the generic design hardware were
tested. Two diffuser designs (a 9-vane and an ll-vane design), and 3
impeller to diffuser clearance ratios (achieved by reducing the impeller
diameter) were tested within these three configurations. The test results
showed that the dominant pulsation activity occurred at synchronous
frequencies (or at integer orders of running speed). The source of these
pulsations is traced to the interaction of the impeller blades and
diffuser vanes. The pulsations are largest in the vicinity of the
interaction, and can be as high as 20% to 30% of the impeller tip speed
velocity head. These values are a function of diffuser and impeller blade
loading, impeller to diffuser clearance ratio, and flow rate (affecting
the angle of attack to the diffuser vane leading edge). Pulsation values
measured in the scroll never exceeded 7% of the impeller exit tip speed
velocity head. The 7% value was for the case where the impeller to
diffuser clearance ratio was .021 of the impeller radius and the flow was
at a quarter of the design condition. At higher flows and larger
clearances this amplitude is decreased to about 3%. This amplitude,
scaled to HPFTP conditions would result in a peak-to-peak pulsation of
about 53 psi. Some non-synchronous pulsation events were encountered in
the diffuser and impeller. However, these occurred at very low flow rates
and so are not considered directly applicable to the HPFTP experience.
Conclusions
i. The combination of vane numbers of the impeller (24) and diffuser (13)
in the HPFTP is favorable for minimizing synchronous pulsations arising
from impeller to diffuser interaction. However, this is true only if the
12 exit splitter vanes are effective at sharing the blade loading (ie.
separation has not occurred upstream of the splitters, rendering them
ineffective). If the splitters are ineffective, the impeller exit blade
number becomes 12 and is likely to cause strong synchronous pulsations.
2. The mismatch of scroll exit area to the diffuser exit area, and the
resulting circumferential pressure gradient may be the source for unsteady
flow and pressure fluctuations.
3. The presence of even low level pulsations in the scroll can excite the
natural frequency of that component. The presence of a multitude of
balance holes communicating to the surrounding chamber may also affect the
phase of pulsations in the scroll liner. These out of phase pulsations
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could result in larger forces on the scroll liner and cause alternating
stresses on local sections.
4. The change in pumprpm in going from 100%to 109%thrust results in a
12.5% increase in pulsation amplitude. Assummingthat pulsation
amplitudes in the HPFTPscroll are approximately 3%of the impeller exit
tip speedvelocity head, the peak-to-peak amplitude in the scroll is 22
psi at 100%thrust condition. At 109%thrust, this amplitude would be
about 27 psi.
Questions raised by this study include how effective are the impeller
splitter blades at sharing the impeller blade loading at the exit of the
impeller, what impact does the design of the diffuser guide vanes have on
flow entering the scroll and on the interactions with the exit flow field
of the impeller and finally what are the vibratory modes for the scroll
liner and could it be excited by low level pulsations which are
synchronous in nature?
vii
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INTRODUCTION
Concern over cracking of the volute/scroll liner on the Space Shuttle
Main Engine (SSME), High Pressure Fuel Turbo Pump (HPFTP) which has
occurred during hot gas test firings, has caused the initiation of a
program to obtain information regarding the flow behavior in the vicinity
of the diffuser exit and scroll passage of that pump. Specifically, the
fluctuating pressures present in this region are of primary interest since
the interaction of these fluctuations with the mechanical response of the
scroll liner determines the structural integrity of scroll itself. The
influence of the various hydraulic design parameters, on these fluctuating
pressures, is another area of interest. The investigation of the nature
of these fluctuating pressures, or pressure pulsations, were conducted on
a pump than can be characterized as being of generic design. The term
generic means a pump of configuration similar to that of the SSME HPFTP
but of commercial design practice. This configuration consists of a
multistage diffuser pump with a single volute type scroll collector around
the final stage. The elements of the pump test rig include the impeller,
diffuser and collector, and are based on typical commercial design
practice. Two of the three elements are actual production designs. The
various components of the test pump are instrumented with pressure sensors
to obtain the static as well as the fluctuating (or dynamic) components of
the pressure signal at each sensor location. This fluctuating data was
synchronized to the shaft position, so that information from all sensors
is in phase.
Prior to testing, a literature search was conducted to identify
previous test efforts, and incorporate ideas coming from those sources
into this test program. It was found that no published work attempted to
measure fluctuating pressures in a centrifugal pump stage in as
comprehensive a manner as that defined here. Some test results do exist
in the literature and provide a means to validate and a comparison with
the results from this program.
Three different configurations of hardware were tested in a closed
loop (having a total system volume of 2500 gallons). Tests were conducted
at constant speed, with de-aerated cold water, at an NPSH high enough to
supress cavitation. Parameters which vary with each configuration include
three different impeller to diffuser clearance ratios and two different
diffuser vane numbers. Results unique to each configuration have been
identified. For each configuration the scroll was instrumented with eight
pressure sensors; each diffuser passage contained a minimum of two
pressure sensors (at inlet and discharge) and each impeller passage was
equipped with a minimum of one pressure sensor. Extra sensors were
mounted on suction and pressure surfaces of an impeller vane, on the
stationary sidewalls adjacent to the rotating impeller, and in one
diffuser passage an array of three sensors at three radii were installed.
Not all configurations utilized these extra sensors.
FM tape is used to record pressure signals from each sensor
simultaneously, for later analysis. This allows the pressure waveforms
for each location to be displayed in phase with the other sensors. Data
was obtained over a range of flows (25% to 125% of design flow) and for
two or three speeds. The data reduction included presentation of the data
in three different formats. First, all sensors were syncronous time
averaged over a minimum of 700 shaft revolutions. This technique
eliminates noise and random events, and leaves an average waveform from
which the frequency spectrum can be obtained. This presentation includes
synchronous pulsation data only. Secondly, the frequency spectrum for
specifically selected sensors were obtained without syncronous averaging
in order to identify pulsation activity not related to rotation (or
non-synchronous hydraulic behavior). This type of presentation shows
information related to piping resonances and structural vibrations which
induce pulsations. Thirdly, the basic pressure waveforms can be examined
over many rotations to identify pressure fluctuations which are not
periodic and best described as random.
A separate section is devoted to the display and explanation of
results from the test data. The details regarding the generation, the
frequency and amplitude of the pressure pulsations are given in this
section. Information on scaling with speed is also presented.
Since the test work here is conducted on generically designed
hardware, and not on models of the HPTFP, some interpretation is necessary
to relate these results to the SSME experience. The test work has led to
some ideas relating to the problem of scroll cracking on the HPFTP. A
section of this report includes a discussion of the applicability of these
test results to HPFTP hardware.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In accordance with the contract, a literature search was conducted to
identify sources of information regarding pressure pulsation activity in
centrifugal pumps. This search was conducted by Ingersoll-Rand corporate
library staff, using the Dialog data base. An internal review of known
references relating to pressure pulsations in commercially derived pumps
was also conducted. The internal review utilized references produced in
the Technical Proposal for this contract. One reason for conducting this
search was to provide some guidance in the formulation of a test program
to meet the contractual goals for the program. The result of the computer
search is included in Appendix B. These references were of little help
since they really do not address the detailed measurement of pulsation
activity in the various components of the centrifugal pump (impeller,
diffuser and volute scroll). References (i) thru (5) are relevant in
terms of understanding and quantifying pulsation activity. However, not
even these sources provide a complete mapping of pressure pulsation
activity in all parts of the pump.
References (I) thru (5) are useful in comparison with data collected
in this program. A sunm_ry of these references follow.
Ref i. Kanki, et al. The purpose of this paper is to investigates the
various radial forces imposed on the pump rotor and their effects on
rotordynamics. In determining these forces (synchronous in nature) the
writers have collected pressure pulsation data from single sensors located
on the impeller, in a diffuser, and in the collector. No comprehensive
mappingof pulsation activity wasdone. The experimenters do showthat
low flow conditions result in higher, poorly defined low frequency
pulsation activity, the result of possible rotating diffuser stall. They
also showthat for their hardware, the amplitudes of synchronous
pulsations decrease with decreasing flow rate. Details of these results
are included in a later section, where comparison with this program's test
data are made.
Ref 2. Bolleter. In this paper, the author presents an approach used to
understanding the interaction of the impeller vanes with stator vanes.
This resulting synchronousbehavior can take the form of pressure
pulsations, radial forces, torsional forces and impeller structural
excitation. The simple analysis procedure provides guidance in selection
of proper combinations for impeller and stator vane numbers. Reference to
this procedure is madein the Data Analysis and Interpretation section of
this report.
Ref 3. Sano. The data included in this paper showsthat piping
resonances are a source of pressure pulsations measuredin the discharge
of a volute type pump. This behavior is non-synchronous and similar
resulys will be observed in the test results described later.
Ref 4. lino. This analytical study was conducted to examine the effects
of interaction between impeller and diffuser on dynamic radial loads
exerted on a pump rotor. The analysis utilizes a two-dimensional
potential flow model. Viscous effects are ignored. The conclusions
reached are i) the pulsation amplitudes decrease with increased
impeller/diffuser clearance and 2) the pulsation amplitude is highly
dependent on the load distribution imposedon the diffuser blades.
Comparisonof these results with test data from this program indicate that
the model predicts higher pulsation amplitudes than actually exist.
Ref 5. Brennanetal. The work described in this paper includes testing
of a model of the SSMEoxygen pump(with a reduced numberof diffuser
vanes) in a sub-speed water test rig. The SSMEHPOTPdiffuser appears to
be of similar design to the HPFTPand so pulsation data collected here is
of interest since it can be comparedto the data collected from this
program on hardware based on typical, generic design practices. The
comparison of the data can be found in the section titled Validation and
Comparison of Test Data.
The testing carried out in this program includes a comprehensive
mapping of pressure pulsation activity in the impeller, diffuser and
collector scroll. The pulsation data are in phase so that relationships
between sensor locations can be observed. Several geometric
configurations are included in the test program. No literature has been
found which provides the complete data base of pressure pulsation
information (synchronous, non-synchronous, and non-periodic) which has
been gathered through this testing. In the following sections, reference
will be made to the work just described when presenting this program's
test results. A special section is included which will make direct
comparisons between the test data and data contained in the above
references.
DISCUSSION OF HARDWARE DESIGN APPROACHES (HPFTP & Generic)
The design of the test rig used for this program utilizes the same
basic configuration as that found on the SSME HPFTP. It is a two-stage
centrifugal pump with a single volute type scroll around the vaned
diffuser of the last stage. The HPFTP configuration differs only in
having an extra stage. This difference is not relevant to this
investigation. The focus of this work is to study the fluctuating
pressures associated with the last stage and the discharge scroll. The
hydraulic designs (impeller, diffuser and volute scroll) used for the test
rig are considered generic to the commercial pump industry. They are
typical, and are the product of commercial design evolution over many
years. The evolution of the design approach has included optimization of
stage efficiency, providing a suitable head-flow characteristic which
allows stable operation in a variety of system requirements and
eliminating or minimizing hydraulic instablities (synchronous and
non-synchronous) at the design point which result in system pressure
pulsations and adverse mechanical response. In the past decade,
commercial pump users have been requiring their pumping machinery to
operate over a wider range of flow rates. This has created an ongoing
design challenge to improve the generic design in terms of reducing its
minimum continuous stable flow. Development to meet this challenge is
progressing, however, it is not entirely relevant to the hardware used in
this program. The generic impeller and diffuser are fabricated from
existing designs. The volute scroll was designed using criteria
established by Ingersoll-Rand.
The operating condition of the generic design was selected to match
the operating conditions of the HPFTPas closely as possible. A
comparison of operating parameters is found in Table i. A summaryof
stage performance for the various geometric configurations is found in
Appendix D. The design condition for both stages, as defined by pump
specific speed is similar. However, the hydraulic design approach to
achieve this condition varies. The impeller head coefficient (gH/U22)
for the HPFTPis .615. For the generic design it is .49. The generic
design is intended for operation over a wide flow range with a variety of
system head, flow characteristics. For this reason the head coefficient is
kept low to assure a constantly rising slope to the pumpcharacteristic
The rise to shutoff is necessary to ensure stable operation during system
transients. The HPFTPdesign apparently provides sufficient negative
slope to the head, flow characteristic over its operating range to
maintain system stability. The impeller exit flow coefficients vary
also. The generic design has a flow coefficient (Vm,exit/U2) of .08
at its design point. The HPFTPflow coefficient is .12. It is obvious
that the HPFTPdesign is required to provide a larger flow rate at higher
stage head rise than the generic design of similar physical size. Size
and weight considerations for flight hardware must influence this design
condition. While this approach is necessary, it creates higher internal
pressure loading of mechanical componentsand leads to more problems
involving system stability and unsteady hydraulic behavior.
The variation in diffuser design between the HPFTPand generic is
quite apparent. The 3rd stage diffuser of the HPFTPappears to be less of
a diffuser and more a set of guide vanes. An analysis using the PANEL
COMPARISON
OF
OPERATINGCONDITIONS
IR SSME
GENERIC HPFTP
TESTPUMP (APPROXIMATE)
SPEED 2,300 36,000 RPM
FLOW 700 15,150 GPM
HEAD/STAGE 190 65,000 FT
PRESSURERISE/STAGE 82 2,100 PSI
STAGESPECIFICSPEED 1,190 1,090 RPM-GPMI/2/FT3/4
STAGEREYNOLDSNO. 5X106 400X106 _R2/u
STAGEDENSITYRATIO 1.00 1.04
IMPELLERHEADCOEF. •49 .615 gH/U22
IMPELLERFLOWCOEF.
.080 .120 Vm,exit/U2
Compatisonof operating conditions for the HPFTP
and the generic design test hardware.
TABLEi
code (an inviscid, 2-dimensional flow code, ) (Reference Z) provides the
information shown in Figure i. regarding flow through this diffuser. This
vane design accelerates the flow from inlet to discharge, as seen by the
velocities shown in Figure I. This design approach creates thin
boundary layers, and discourages separation and stall behavior often found
in the diffusers characterized by the generic design. The HPFTP design
reduces the efficiency potential of the stage because of its lack of
pressure recovery, however it is not subject to the blade-to-blade
pressure loading of more conventional diffuser designs. The generic
diffuser is intended to provide an area ratio from inlet to discharge of
about 1.75 (V b to V c in Figure i). The number of vanes is selected
from experience, with the major concern being the maintenance of a
suitably rising head, flow characteristic. A high vane number usually
means better pressure recovery and a high overall head coefficient. Since
the shutoff head coefficient is between .6 and .65 for typical commercial
machines, head coefficients at design point are usually kept at .5 or less
to ensure a 1.25 ratio of shutoff to design head coefficients. The
generic diffuser selected has 9 vanes, and is based on an existing
production diffuser. A detailed drawing of this design can be found in
Appendix B. An alternate diffuser (Configuration C) for use in this
program is not based on typical commercial design practice. A total of
eleven vanes is used in this alternate design, with the intention of
increasing the exit velocity from the diffuser and forcing a mismatch with
the existing scroll design. The mismatch would be similar to that found
on the HPFTP when analyzing flow velocities leaving the diffuser and
velocities in the scroll throat. A table showing these velocities can be
found in Figure i. The extra diffuser vanes also serve to reduce the
10
Generic SSME Alternate
Design HPFTP Design
3rd St.
VA 50 1357 50 ft/sec
VB 33.8 790 33.8 ft/sec
VC 19.4 878 -- ft/sec
VD 16.4 923 20.8 ft/sec
VeD 15.8 907 19.8 ft/sec
Vth 10.9 612 10.9 ft/sec
r4 7.375 7.44 7.375 in
rcutwater 7.744 NA 7.744 in
rth 10.7 8.9 10.7 in
Ath 16.2 7.0 16.2 sq in
_£_ure I, .Comparison of Velocities in Generic Design
and HFFTP.
Summary of diffuser and volute velocities
at nominal design flow (550 gpm @ 1780 rpm
for generic and alternate design), at
various locations in the diffuser and volute
scroll,
II
blade-to-blade pressure loading found on the 9-vane diffuser. Details of
this design can also be found in Appendix B.
The scroll for the test program follows the basic sizing and
configuration guidelines used for Ingersoll-Rand commercial designs. A
detail drawing, including development of the sectional areas, is found in
Appendix B. The sectional shape is based on design experience, which
dictates a side wall angle of 22 degrees to the centerline of the volute
section. The areas are scheduled linearly with circumferential position,
from cutwater to the outside wall of the throat (throat being defined as
the location where the full flow of the stage has been collected, and the
diffusion process begins). The process used to determine the throat area
is covered in Reference 6. This reference is found, in it's entirety, in
Appendix C. To describe it simply, the throat area must be sized to
provide an integrated thru-flow velocity which conserves the angular
momentum present at the diffuser discharge (less flow losses in the
collector). The aspect ratio of the sections of the generic volute scroll
appear unusual because the throat area is uncommonly large. For
commercial machines of this size, a double volute is used, which provides
two throats, 180 degrees apart. Since it is the purpose of this program
to use the basic configuration of the HPFTP, a single throat scroll was
designed using the basic commercial guidelines. As described in Reference
(6), the scroll of the HPFTP appears to be too large to conform to
commercial guidelines. This results in a deceleration of the flow as it
enters the throat, with an accompanying increase in static pressure. This
creates a circumferential distribution of pressure around the OD. of the
diffuser stage which upsets the flow entering the diffuser and ultimately
12
the flow exiting the impeller. A correctly matched scroll provides a
uniform circumferential distribution of pressure around the diffuser OD.
which reduces the radial load on the rotor and eliminates the possibility
of unsteady flow due to the rapid diffusion occurring near the scroll
throat. The impact of the scroll mismatch may be lessened by the addition
of a multitude of radially drilled holes around the HPFTP's scroll. These
holes no doubt pass flow from high to low pressure regions of the scroll,
helping to balance any circumferential pressure distribution around the OD
of the diffuser. Another aspect of the scroll design of the HPFTP is in
the extending of the scroll cutwater to form one of the diffuser vanes.
This configuration would increase the circumferential pressure variation
around the diffuser OD., by eliminating the clearance between diffuser OD.
and volute cutwater. This clearance performs a function similar to the
multitude of holes already mentioned, in that it helps to balance any
pressure differnce caused by mismatched velocities between diffuser and
scroll. The effectiveness of using these holes and cutwater extension in
balancing pressures is unknown. The application of the cutwater extension
is made to the alternated diffuser design (known as Configuration C). A
sketch of this extension as applied to the alternate diffuser can be found
in Figure 2.
A major difference in the design requirements between the HPFTP and
commercially available pumps involves the operating flow range which the
pumps encounter. Commercially, it is not uncommon for a single pump to be
required to operate over a flow range of 25% to 125% of its design flow
point. This is true of machines in fixed speed and variable speed
applications. At these extremes, stall, flow separation and angle of
13
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incidence variations result in unsteady flow behavior (in impellers and
diffusers) which are manifested in fluctuating pressures and flows, and in
adverse mechanical responses which cause component failures. The typical
operating range of the HPFTP is shown in Figure 3. This pump is required
to operate at only 85% of its design point when at its minimum speed
(encountered at the minimum engine thrust condition of 65%). Detailed
analysis and test of the HPFTP design would be necessary to fully identify
any occurrence of unsteady behavior which could be related to the
commercial experience (which includes a wider flow range). For the
purposes of this program, a flow range consistent with commercial practice
is investigated. A performance map of the generic hardware can be found
in Appendix D, along with a compilation of other performance data
accumulated during the course of the testing.
A cross-section of the test rig can be found in Figure 4. All of the
elements are present in this figure, impeller, diffuser and volute scroll
(showing the development of the various sections). The test rig has been
configured in a manner to facilitate the insallation and routing of
pressures sensing transducers and the resulting cabling. The cabling is
needed to provide excitation voltage and sensing outputs. Pressure
sensors mounted on the impeller have their leads routed through the shaft
to a slipring assembly located between the pump and drive motor. The rig
itself is modular, meaning that components can be easily interchanged if
desired. This feature has allowed for relatively easy integration of the
alternate diffuser design. A description of the key geometric parameters
tested is found in the top half of Table 2.
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Figure 3. Performance Curves and ,0peratin_ Characteristics,
Qf the HPFTP.
At the reduced thrust level of 65%, the H°FTP is
operating at only 85% of its design point. At
109% thrust the pump is at 101% of its design
flow,
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Impeller Dia (in)
Diffuser ID (in)
Clearance Ratio
# Impeller vanes
# Diffuser vanes
CONFIGURATION
"A" "B" "C"
11.02 10.62 10.62
11.25 11.25 11.12
1.021 1.059 1.047
5 5 5
9 9 ii
DATA IDENTIFICATION SCHEME
Configuration -
Sensor Location_i
example
B PIB2 F2
I
Operating Condition
(See Table A-2)
Conf igurat ion
Table 2
Guide
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
To properly investigate the fluctuating pressure behavior in the test
pump, detailed pressure mapping of the internal components is necessary.
Transducers must be selected for installation into the major components of
the test pump (impeller, sidewalls, diffuser and scroll). Installation
techniques must be perfected to assure trouble free operation of the
sensors. The data from the planned 66 sensor locations has to be
collected in a manner which allows for suitable interpretation of the
pressure signals. The data, once collected, must then be put into a form
for presentation. To perform these tasks, the services of Liberty
Technology Inc. of Conshohocken, Pennsylvania were used. Based on their
past experience, Liberty is qualified to carry out all of the above
mentioned tasks.
The selection of the specific transducers was made on the basis of
their capablility of providing DC (steady state pressure component) and AC
(fluctuating pressure component) response. This fact, along with the
requirements of high sensitivity, good frequency response (5 KHZ minimum
with a possible requirement to 50 KHZ), and miniature packaging suggested
the use of Piezoresistive sensors. Kulite Model LQ-125-500 sensors were
selected where space was at a premium. To insure they would function in a
pressurized water environment they were conformally coated by the
manufacturer, and samples pretested in water. Where space was not
critical, Kulite model XT-140 and XT-190 pressure transducers were used
(these sensors also allowed for removal from these locations for
replacement or for future use). The transducers have four active arms,
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temperature compensation, and closed strain gage bridges, making them
insensitive to noise resulting from connector contact resistance. All of
the transducers were conditioned using Vishay Instruments Model 2100
series strain gage conditioners. Data sheets describing these sensors can
be found in Appendix B.
Other sensors employedduring the course of testing included
acceleromenters and a once-per-rev tachometer. The accelerometers (B&K
4370) were used to assist, if required, in the analysis of the pressure
data. They help to detect structure borne signals from purely fluid
generated pulsations. The optical tachometer used wasa MonarchSPS-5,
employing a tach probe detecting the passage of a shaft mounted reflective
tape segment. This provides a phase reference as well as a once-per-rev
clock to trigger synchronous averaging of the data.
The pressure transducers were installed flush with the flow passage
surfaces so as not to disrupt the continuity of flow along the wall.
This required machining a recessed bed for the flat mounted LQ-125
sensors, with a through hole provided for passing wire leads of the
sensors to the outside environment. A shoulder was provided to seat a
small thin metal plate to cover the transducer ( except for the sensing
diaphragm). Before the cover was seated, the void around the transducer
was filled with a waterproofing compound. The cover was then spot welded
in place. The other two types of sensors were threaded into position via
a tapped hole in the side walls. They were sealed by conformal coating
over the sensing area, by O-ring, by silicone grease and finally by a
waterproofing compound to fill any voids and to penetrate the threaded
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areas. Where wire leads were required to be extracted to the outside
environment, epoxy filler was used to plug the holes containing the
leads. Photos which show details of the sensor installation can be found
in Appendix B. This Appendix contains drawings of the test equipment used
in this program, including machining details for each sensor location..
According to the original plan, eight rotating sensors and 58
stationary sensors were to be utilized in the test pump. In actuality,
several sensors failed before testing began and so the full complement of
66 was never achieved. The peak number of sensors was 50, as used in
configurations A and B. When sensors failed in key locations, other
sensors in less important positions were shifted to fill their position,
if possible.
The leads of the rotating sensors were passed through the hollow
center of the shaft and connected to signal conditioning by means of a
slip ring assembly mounted between the pump drive coupling and the motor
coupling. To minimize noise from variations in resistance of ring
contacts, slip rings with four brush contacts per ring were employed.
Each piezoresistive pressure transducer has four leads, so a 26 ring
assembly was utilized as follows:
(3) rings per transducer (total 24 rings)
(i) common ring
(I) spare
The instrumentation was very successful in avoiding random and 60 Hz
electrical noise.
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It wasexpected that the synchronously averaged signals could contain
frequencies as high as i00 orders of running speed, thus requiring
bandwidths up to 5 KHz (2500 RPM/ 60 xl00 = 4167 Hz). This information
was used to determine the instrumentation bandwidth. The test was
conducted using instrumentation recorders operating at 7½ inches per
second. IRIG Wideband I format tape was used as the recording media.
This captures signals with frequency components up to 5 KHz. Altogether,
eight 14-channel instrumentation FM tape recorders were utilized to
capture all data channels simultaneously for configurations A and B.
Because of reduced sensor requirements, only four recorders were used for
configuration C. Six channels on each tape recorder were reserved for
common channels as follows:
I Channel
2 Channels
1 Channel
I Channel
i Channel
Voice and synchronization signals
Once-per-rev tachometer (odd & even heads)
Rotating pressure sensor
Stationary pressure sensor
Accelerometer
The accelerometer channel was dispensed with on configuration C. The
other channels on the recorders were available for collection of actual
test data. Use of the six common channels on all eight recorders provides
for synchronization between any two pressure channels, regardless of tape
location. Additionally, simultaneous broadband noise, recorded on all
channels of each tape recorder, enabled transfer functions to be
determined. These transfer fuctions are useful in correcting interchannel
time delays caused by variations in tape head alignment encountered when
playing data recorded on a different recorder.
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For each test, at least one calibration was performed to check
continuity and provide calibration factors for each pressure channel
including sensor, conditioner, and recorder. Prior to all tests,
compressedair was used for this calibration, and was measuredvia a
precision test gauge. Data from this calibration was recorded and used to
determine calibration factors and offset values. For configurations A and
B the calibration was performed at the end of the test as well as at the
beginning.
The pressure fluctuations expected to occur are of two types. First
are order-related pulsations occurring at integer multiples (or orders) of
rotation frequency. The second type includes periodic events, not
order-related and randomfluctuations of pressure levels not associated
with any particular periodicity. The techniques utilized to acquire and
process data associated with each of these two types differ.
The non order-related signals were captured in the time domainby
meansof two techniques. In the first case, global synchronizing signals
were injected onto the voice tracks of all tape recorders, simultaneously
at knowninstances of time during the tests. The pressure vs time
waveformsof any sensor can be observed (initially on strip chart
recorders) to identify significant fluctuations in pressure levels which
are not periodic in nature. The synchronizing signals allow multiple
sensors to be displayed, in phase. Since the pressure histories are in
phase, correlation of events betweenone sensor and another is possible.
Secondly, in the frequency domain, periodic but non order-related signals
are best identified by use of a power or auto (real) spectrum in which a
free-run trigger is used. This does not improve the signal to noise ratio
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but does better define the signals (and unfortunately any noise). Oncean
event is identified, averaging of the data is used to obtain the final
spectrum. In this vein, auto-spectra were produced for specific sensor
locations covering a bandwidth of 0-6.4 KHz.
The order-related signals repeat exactly in each shaft revolution, and
are phase locked to the once-per-rev tach signal. The once-per-rev tach
serves as a commontrigger for data collection and the synchronous time
averaging process. This process separates the order-related and non
order-related fluctuations, with the end result being a order related
waveformminus noise and any periodic, non order-related signals.
Synchronousaveraging improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)of order
related signals. For this data, 700 averages were used, which improves
the SNRby a factor of 26. The spectra of such synchronous averaged
signals contain only order-related components. It was found that an
averaged waveformrecord of two revolutions and a spectrum containing the
first 64 orders of running speedwere sufficient to obtain any significant
synchronous data.
All order related records were phase corrected. It wasnot necessary
to do this for non order-related signals because the time delay error is
small in comparison with the time scale of the pulsation events. To allow
for phase correction, white noise was recorded on each tape track on each
recorder. In playback, any phase shift that showedup betweenchannels
was due to tape recorder time delay errors. To be able to measurethis
time delay or phase shift, tracks 7 and 8, which were used for the
tachometer during tesing, were used as reference tracks during the white
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noise tests. The transfer function between each channel and track 7 and 8
(the former was used for odd, the latter of even, channels was obtained.
Since the transfer function is a complex function, it yields a magnitude
and phase as a function of frequency. In this manner it was possible to
obtain a phase correction for each channel. A transfer function was also
obtained between tracks 7 and 8 so that odd and even channels could be
compared. Odd and even tracks are on different heads.
The data from the analog, FM tape, was digitized on HP 5423 spectrum
analyzers and stored as raw data. Phase corrections and calibration
factors (slope and intercept of the linear calibration curve) were
applied. The resultant data was stored separately as corrected data.
Both raw and corrected data are stored on hard disk and backed up on
magnetic tape cartridge. In order to expedite the massive data reduction
and storage tasks, a computer program was written, using an HP 9816
desktop computer. This program manages the data handling between
instruments, stores calibration factors, labels, phase correction data and
sensor and test condition information. The program also performs
statistical manipulation of the data and provides the overall control
needed to automate the data reduction process. Another program was
designed to analyze the synchronous data. This program allows for graphic
display of waveforms and spectra, in a real time display or generates
hardcopy plots using a digital plotter. The results of the various data
display methods are found in the Data Analysis and Interpretation section
which follows later in this report.
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VALIDATION AND COMPARISON OF TEST DATA
In order to establish confidence in the accuracy of the test data
obtained during the course of this program, it is desirable to make
comparisons with results from similar investigations found in literature.
Three of the references mentioned in the literature survey will be used
for this comparison. References (I) and (5) offer experimental results
while Reference 4 presents numerical results based on an analytical model
used to predict pressure pulsations from impeller/diffuser interaction.
The work of Kanki, etal (Ref. I) includes the measuring of unsteady
pressures at the discharge of a 2000 specific speed pump impeller. His
work was focused on measuring the fluctuating radial loads on a pump rotor
due to the synchronous interactions of an impeller and a diffuser or
volute scroll. The comparison of Kanki's data with data from this program
can be found in Figure 5. Kanki's results are plotted against the
discharge flow coefficient from the impeller. Data for configurations A
and B are shown. These amplitudes include only those orders of pulsation
activity greater than or equal to blade pass frequency. This is done to
filter out pulsation activity not associated with impeller/diffuser
interaction. Good correlation is observed with Kanki's two data points.
Also notice the variation in the clearance ratio between impeller OD. and
diffuser ID. Kanki's data with a ratio of 1.03 falls between the two test
configuration ratios of 1.02 and 1.06.
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This data compares test results from sensor
location I7 with results from Kanki (Ref. l) .
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Data from Brennen etal (Ref. 5) was obtained on a sub-speed test rig
utilizing modified hydraulics from the SSME High Pressure Oxygen Turbo
Pump (HPOTP). Pressures were measured on the diffuser vane surface by
piezo-electric transducers. Pressure pulsation levels are plotted in a
nondimensional form versus the diffuser vane length. A comparison of this
data with test data from Configurations A and B is found in Figure 6. The
data is for impeller exit flow coefficients of between .II0 and .i00.
Brennan does measure higher pulsation levels near the leading edge and
along the pressure surface. Good agreement is found along the suction
surface. The discrepancies may be due to the different blade loading
characteristics of the two designs. In the Brennen test rig, eight of the
seventeen diffuser vanes of the HPOTP design are removed. The
impeller/diffuser clearance ratios are similar, falling between 1.02 and
1.06. Brennen does report higher pulsation levels at higher flow
coefficients. The generic test configurations were tested over their
intended flow range, which produces a maximum flow coefficient of .ii0 at
the maximum flow condition which is 125% of design. Our test data show
that pulsation activity in some of the components begins to increase as
flow is increased beyond the design point of the machine.
The work of lino (Ref.4) provides the results using an analytical
model to predict dynamic loads on impeller blades due to
impeller/diffuser interaction. His model utilizes two-dimensional
potential flow theory. The singularity method is used to analyze the
unsteady velocity field in the impeller. A Fourier series is used to
express unsteady flow quantities, and the unsteady Bernoulli equation for
a rotating coordinate system is applied to solve the unsteady pressure
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Figure 6. Comparison of Pressure Pulsations Measured
Alon_ the Diffuser Vane.
This data compares test results from the
diffuser passage sensors with results from
Brennan (Ref, 5).
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field. Numerical results are provided for specific configurations. One
of these configurations is close to our generic design and can be used for
comparison purposes. The result of this comparison can be found in Figure
7. The diffuser inlet and impeller exit angles are similar, as is the
clearance ratio between the impeller and diffuser, lino calculates
results only at the impeller exit radius (radius number K=20). The
pressure side transducer location in the test case (configuration A) is
closer to his radius number of 16 (with K=I being the inlet radius). In
order to determine the exact correlation with lino's model, the complete
analysis would have to be installed on a computer and the solution found
for the other impeller radius numbers. The comparison presented is still
interesting. If the analytical results are accurate, one would expect an
increase of pulsation activity between our test location and the impeller
exit of between 300% and 500% depending on flow coefficient. At a flow
coefficient of .20, the increase in pulsation level (normalized to
impeller exit velocity head) would be from .25 to .75 (if the lino curve
is extrapolated). At a flow coefficient of .i00, the pulsation levels
would increase from .085 to .430. It is difficult to totally accept the
lino result due to the complicated fluid dynamic activity occurring as the
result of impeller and diffuser flow, including viscous effects. The work
is still valuable since it does identify key elements of the causes of
synchronous pulsation activity, these being the clearance between impeller
and diffuser and the load distribution on the diffuser blades. Both of
these conclusions are verified in the test data obtained in this program.
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A final point of test data validation concerns the comparison of one
of the test pressure sensors (Kulite XT-190 piezo-resistive type) with a
piezo-electric type (Kistler 211B). Each sensor was installed in the
discharge head of a reciprocating pump operating at a speed which created
discharge valve opening and closing at a frequency of 60 Hz. The
resulting pressure waveforms were compared for frequency and amplitude and
found to be identical.
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DATA ANALYSIS and INTERPRETATION
The question of how to organize and display the large amount of
information produced by this test program in a logical and informative
manner is an important one. The format uses discrete plots of data
combined with a description of how the plots (or group of plots)
contribute to an understanding of the nature of fluctuating pressures in
the pump components. Topics covered in this section include the effect of
impeller to diffuser clearance, diffuser vane loading, interaction between
impeller and diffuser vane number, attenuation of fluctuating pressures
through the stage, non-synchronous pulsation behavior, and scaling of
pulsations with speed.
To facilitate the study of the plots, Figures 8 and 9 are provided to
describe the nomenclature used in the presentation of the synchronous
plots. When reviewing the plots, an awareness of the sensor location and
flow condition is necessary. Information on operating conditions can be
found in Table 3. This information includes pump speed, fraction of
design flow and exit flow coefficient. Reference must also be made to the
figures identifying the location of sensors installed in the various pump
components (Figures i0 thru 16). A configuration guide summarizing the
key geometrical parameters for each configuration can be found in Table
2. The data are organized into two sub-sections. The first includes
synchronous pulsation data only, this information coming from the
synchronous time averaged pressure waveforms and spectral analysis. The
second section includes non-synchronous and non-periodic type fluctuating
pressure activity.
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OPERATING
CONDITION RPM
FI 2300 .25
F2 2300 .50
F3 2300 .75
F4 2300 1.00
F5 2300 1.25
F6 1780 1.25
F7 1780 1.00
F8 1780 .25
F9 2700 .25
APPROXIMATE
FRACTION OF
DESIGN FLOW
EXIT FLOW COEFFICIENT
FOR EACH CONFIGURATION
"A" "B" "C"
•020 .020 .019
.040 .043 .042
•063 .069 .068
.081 .087 .087
•I03 .ii0 .i07
•105 .112 .108
.081 .087 .087
.016 .018 .018
- - .019
EXIT FLOW COEFFICIENT - Cm/U2
Operating ConA+_t._on Guide
Table 3
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SCROLL SENSOR LOCATIONS
S4
7
\
/
Sl
S6
S2
S3
Figure II, Scroll Sensor Mounting Locations,
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SIDEWALL SENSOR LOCATIONS
i
WlB5
WItB6
WlB4
WlB3
FiKure 12, Sidewall Sensor Mounting Locations.
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DIFFUSER PASSAGE SENSOR LOCATIONS
D2
D
//
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©
\., /
©
@
10
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D9
D17
D16
D15 --
D13
D12
Figure 13. Diffuse r P_ss_ge _ensor Loc_tion§,,,
The passage containing sensors DI and
D2 has two additional sensors_ D19 and
D20, mounted opposite DI and D2,
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Figure t5, l_peller Sensor Mounting Locations,
Locations 15 and 17 are directly across
from each other.
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IMPELLER PASSAGE SENSOR LOCATIONS
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Figure 16. Impeller Sensor Mounting Locations
on Suction and Pressure Side Surfaces,,
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The dominant activity observed is synchronous in nature and is related
to impeller/diffuser interaction. Other observed phenomena were related
to system piping configuration, low flow unsteadiness due to boundary
layer growth and separation and to structural resonance which is excited
by the synchronous pulsation behavior. The influence of synchronous
pulsation behavior is important in all pumping turbomachinery, regardless
of application or energy levels. Of course as energy levels increase, the
severity and impact of the fluctuations on structural integrity are of
more concern.
Pressure pulsations are indications of acceleration and deceleration
of the local flow velocity. A number of causes exist for this variation
in flow velocity.
i. To a stationary observer located just outside the impeller OD,
the absolute flow velocity observed varies with each impeller
vane pass. This variation is due to the addition of torque to
the fluid within the impeller passage. The larger the torque
change (which is the case at low flow rates), the greater the
variation in relative velocity and also the variation in static
pressure across the passage. The variation in velocity is
attenuated as the reference position is moved farther from the
impeller discharge. This also attenuates the resultant pres-
sure pulsations.
2. From a location on the rotating impeller, variations in the
relative through flow velocity also occur. These variations
are caused by the presence of the diffuser vanes downstream
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of the impeller exit. Diffuser vanes (or volute cutwaters) are
used to turn the absolute flow from a tangential direction to
a more radial direction. This reduces the absolute velocity
thereby converting the potential energy of the absloute flow
into static pressure. In doing this, a torque
is exerted on the flow field and like the impeller, creates a
circumferential pressure variation across the diffuser passage.
Flow in the impeller responds to this variation in back
pressure and correspondingly speeds up or slows down according
to the exit condition at the particular location. The pressure
variation is dependent on the diffuser design (how much torque is
being removed from the flow) and the degree of incidence to the
vane leading edge. The degree of response of the flow in the
impeller is also dependent on the distance the impeller is
from the leading edge of the diffuser and its accompanying
pressure field.
Half and quarter-wave pipe or passage resonances will also cause
variations in flow velocity and resultant pressure oscillations.
Unsteady flow in passages due to boundary layer growth, separation
and re-attachment causes fluctuations in flow velocity and
pressure pulsations. This behavior can be found in diffuser and
impeller passages. Severe changes in velocity can be found
in these cases, since it is common for flow to actually reverse
before recovery in the passage occurs and correct through flow is
resumed.
Structural resonances impart motion to fluid adjacent to the
vibrating element. This motion radiates through the liquid and
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is another source of pressure pulsation.
All of the above phenomena have been observed through the course of
this testing. At times all these elements exist together, with the result
being a complicated time record of pressure behavior. By using techniques
such as synchronous time averaging and FFT analysis the different
components of the waveform can be separated and identified as resulting
from one of the above phenomena.
A suma_ary of synchronous pressure pulsation levels (normalized to the
impeller exit velocity head) is shown in Table 4. The levels are
peak-to-peak amplitudes and are representative of activity in the three
major elements in the pump; impeller, diffuser and volute scroll. The
value of the peak-to-peak amplitude at a specific location is important in
that it determines the variation of the forces acting upon the local
structure. The average pressure (referred to as the DC component of the
pressure waveform), when added to the alternating component is used to
determine the total force applied at that location. The largest
amplitudes are found in configuration A (AIS, APIB3, AS7) which is the
configuration with the smallest clearance ratio between impeller and
diffuser. The location where the largest amplitudes occur is on the
diffuser vane pressure surface, near the leading edge. Pulsation
amplitudes are somewhat attenuated in the scroll area (AST, BST, CS7) with
the peak-to-peak amplitudes 15 to 30 percent less than those found at the
diffuser vane. Flow condition has a large effect on pulsation levels.
Three flow conditions are shown on Table 4, FI is 25% of design flow, F4
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ELEMENT LOCATION CONDITION
F1 F4 F5
SCROLL AS7 .07 .05 .05
BS7 .05 .045 .03
CS7 .02 .01 .01
DIFFUSER APIB3 .21 .23 .30
BPIB3 .ii .14 .17
IMPELLER AI5 .17 .06 .08
BI5 .07 .03 .03
C15 .07 .03 .03
ALL VALUES NORMALIZED TO IMPELLER VELOCITY HEAD
Ap / _ p U22
TABLE 4
Synchronous Pressure Pulsation Amplitudes
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is the design flow and F5 is 125%of design. The scroll locations "see"
decreasing pulsation activity as flow rate is increased. The impeller
locations have minimumactivity at the design condition (F4), which
indicates that matching of the absolute flow angle to the diffuser vane
angle minimizes the pressure field disturbance around the leading edge of
the diffuser. The pulsation activity continues to increase as flow rate
is increased. A nearly periodic, rotating stall exists in configurations
B and C, at the low flow condition. The magnitude of the pressure
variation caused by the stall is about 20%of the impeller exit velocity
head. This value is measuredat the diffuser inlet. Pressure
fluctuations measuredin the scroll during this phenomenonare less than
half of those measuredin the diffuser itself. Pulsations measureddue to
the vibrations of the impeller shrouds are only 2.5%of the impeller exit
velocity head. Thesepulsations are not measurable in the collector
scroll.
The following subsections provide details regarding the fluctuating
pressures observed and recorded throughout the course of the test program.
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SYNCHRONOUSDATA
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Typical Selection of Sensors
Locations: AS7, APIB3, AI5
BS7, BPIB3, BI5
CS7, C15
Conditions: FI, F4, F5
The information shownon these plots is used to generate Table 4.
Theseare synchronous waveforms, the result of synchronous time
averaging. They are representative of the pulsation activity occurring in
the various componentsof the pump.
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Circumferential Uniformity of Impeller Exit Sensors
Locations: AII,...,AI5
Condition: F1
The uniformity of the pressure waveform (synchronously averaged) data
from one impeller sensor to another is shown in this series of plots. The
sensors are equally spaced in each of the 5 impeller passages. The
magnitude and characteristic shape of each waveform are essentially
identical. These plots help serve to establish the reliability of
sensors, data collection and data reduction procedures.
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Circumferential Uniformity of Diffuser Throat Sensors
Locations: BDI,...,BDI7
CDI, .... CD21
Condition: F4
The circumferential uniformity of the synchronous pressure pulsation
waveforms for configurations B and C are shown in this series of plots.
The magnitude and characteristic shapes of the waveforms are essentially
identical. These plots serve to establish the reliability of the sensors,
data collection and data reduction technique. Each waveform is the
sychronous pressure history at a different diffuser inlet location.
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Effect of Clearance and Diffuser Vane # in Impeller Exit Sensors
Locations: AI5,CI5,BI5
Conditions: FI,F2,F3,F4,F5
The changes in pressure pulsation amplitudes at the impeller exit for
varying impeller/diffuser clearance and two different diffuser vane
numbers are shown in this group of plots. The amplitudes for C15 (ii vane
diffuser) are actually less than for BI5 in spite of the larger clearance
ratio of BI5 (1.059 vs 1.041). As expected, the increase in clearance
ratio between AI5 and BI5 (9 vane diffuser, ratio change from 1.021 to
1.059) results in a reduction in pulsation amplitudes. Notice the large
ist order component of C15 at FI (25%Q). This configuration (C)
incorporates an extension of a diffuser vane to the scroll cutwater, in a
fashion similar to the HPTFP. This appears to have an effect at low flow,
but no effect at the higher flows tested (75% to 125% Q).
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Effect of Impeller/Diffuser Clearance on Diffuser Inlet Sensors
Locations: APIB2,BPIB2
Conditions: FI,F2,F3,F4,F5
The effect of impeller/diffuser clearance on pulsation amplitudes at a
location midway between the diffuser blade leading edges is shown in this
group of plots. Data is shown for configurations A and B (clearance
ratios of 1.021 and 1.059 respectively). Pulsation amplitudes decrease
with increasing clearance.
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Effect of Impeller/Diffuser Clearance on Scroll Sensors
Locations: AST,BS7,CS7
Conditions: FI,F3,F5
The effect of impeller/diffuser clearance on pulsation amplitudes in
the scroll (specifically the outer wall, upstream of the throat) is
displayed in this group of plots. Pulsations are reduced with increased
clearance (configuration A vs B) or by increasing diffuser vane number (A
vs C). The dominant frequency (or order of rotation) is i0 X rotation or
twice the impeller vane passing frequency. This is expected for this
combination of impeller and diffuser vanes. A method for identifying the
orders of pulsation activity due to interaction of impeller and diffuser
vane passing frequencies is found in Table 5.
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P3
#
Diff
Vanes
9
18
27
36
45
CONFIGURATIONS "A" & "B"
P2 = # Imp vanes x order of rotation
5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
4 1 6
8 3 2
7 2 3
w
6 1
I
I P2- P3 ,J
0
5O
m ,
5
P3
#
Diff
Vanes
II
22
33
44
CONFIGURATION "C"
P2 = # Imp vanes x order of rotation
i0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
1
2 3
3 2
I P2 - P3 :
1 6
50
If IP2-P31 = - 0,I or 2 Pressure pulsations will be present
Pulsations most severe if the difference is 0.
Reference: Bolleter, U., "Blade Passage Tones for Centrifugal Pumps",
Vibrations, Vol. 4, No. 3, September 1988..
Table of Impeller/Diffuser Interactions
Table A-3
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5th Order Pulsation Component at Diffuser Throat Sensors
Locations: ADI,...,ADI7
BDI .... ,BDI7
CDI ..... CD21
Conditions: FI,F2,F3,F4,F5
The variation of the 5th order component of the pressure pulsations
occuring in the inlet throats of all 3 configurations is shown on this
plot. The values represent averages of all circumferential sensors.
Configuration C deviates from the variation in fluctuations due to
increased impeller/diffuser clearance due to its higher vane number (Ii vs
9). This higher vane number leads to lower blade loading. Configurations
A and B are identical diffusers in design but show the effect of increased
clearance ratio (from 1.021 to 1.059).
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Attenuation of Pulsation Components for Diffuser and Scroll Sensors
Locations: APIB2,APIB3,ADI,AD2,AS7,AS6
BPIB2,BPIB3,BDI,BD2,BS7,BS6
CDI,CD2,CS7,CS6
Condition: FI
The attenuation of the components of the synchronous pressure
waveforms from the diffuser inlet to the scroll locations is shown in this
group of plots. A check of the potential interactions found on Table 5
shows the orders one expects to see due to the vane interaction. The 5th
order domimates at locations close to the impeller but at locations
farther from the impeller and closer to the discharge of the scroll the
10th order dominates. For configurations A and B, there is similarity in
the pulsation characteristics for the three sensors located near the vane
leading edge (PIB2, PBI3 and DI). The attenuation of the pulsations
appear largest with configuration C.
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Attenuation of Pulsations, Pressure Side of Diffuser Passage
Locations: APIB3, APIB6, APIB9
Conditions: FI, F5
The attenuation of pulsation activity along the pressure side of the
diffuser vane is shown in these plots. The large 5th order component
which dominates at the leading edge, is reduced at the trailing edge of
the vane (APIBg) and the 10th order (which is a result of the interaction
of all impeller and diffuser vanes) becomes dominant.
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Attenuation of Pulsations, Suction Side of Diffuser Passage
Locations: APIBI, APIB4, APIB7
Conditions: FI, F5
The attenuation of pressure pulsation activity along the suction side
of the diffuser vane is shown in these plots. The 5th order component of
the pulsation is much reduced at the trailing edge location (APIB7). The
sensor located at the leading edge (APIBI) displays different
characteristics as compared with the other locations. A multitude of
synchronous orders of measurable magnitude are present. It cannot be
determined whether this phenomenon is a function of the behavior on the
suction surface of the vane or is a problem with the sensor itself, the
sensor installation, or the data acquisition process. The behavior occurs
at both extremes of flow rate (F1 & FS), so does not appear to be
seriously affected by changes of flow angle approaching the vane leading
edge.
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Scalability of Pulsation Activity, Impeller, Diffuser, Scroll Sensors
Locations: C15, CDI, CS7
Conditions: F9, FI, F8
The variation of pressure pulsation for 3 speeds, at a constant
fraction of flow rate (25% of design, flow coefficient of .019) is
displayed in this series of plots. The 3 speeds displayed are 1780, 2300
and 2700 rpm. The order plots for each waveform are included and can be
used to compare the scalability of the pulsations since the orders are
plotted in non-dimensional form (normalized to impeller exit tip velocity
head). The impeller (CIS) shows reasonable consistency in pulsation
activity with some variation in the first order. The diffuser sensor
(CDI) shows excellent scalability of the orders of pulsation activity.
Poor scalability is observed in the scroll sensor (CS7) as evidenced by
the 3 to 1 variation in the dominant 10th order. The high speed condition
(F9, 2700 rpm) is 3 times that of the low speed condition (FS, 1780 rpm).
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Scalability of Pulsation Activity, Impeller, Diffuser, Scroll Sensors
Locations: C15, CDI, CS7, CS6
Conditions: F4, F7
The scalability of pulsation amplitudes at the design flow of the test
pump (100% flow, flow coefficient=.087) is shown in this series of plots.
The plots of the orders of the pulsations can be used for direct
comparison of scalability since they are plotted non-dimensionally
(normalized to impeller exit tip speed). The impeller data indicates
reasonable scalability, with an unexplained 2nd order amplitude present at
the reduced speed (FT). The diffuser sensor produces good scalability at
all orders, with a second order amplitude again present at reduced speed.
The scroll sensors (CS6, CS7) produce good scalability of the dominant
10th order. The second order amplitude evident on all the low speed
conditions may be a result of a shaft (rotordynamic) instability causing
variations in impeller/diffuser clearance. This second order amplitude
appears on all configurations (A, B, C) at the low speed conditions (F6,
F7, F8)
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Pulsation Activity vs Flow Condition
Locations: BPIB2, BPIB3, BDI, BD2, BS7
Conditions: FI, F3, F4, F5
The attenuation of the synchronous components of pressure pulsations
in the stationary elements of 'B' configuration for 4 flow conditions is
shown in these plots. BPIB2,BPIB3, and BDI are locations in the diffuser
inlet area, BD2 is in the diffuser exit and BS7 is located in the scroll
outer wall. The dominant order is the 5th, which corresponds with
impeller blade passage frequency. The minimum of 5th order activity
appears to occur at the F3 and F4 conditions (for the 3 sensors located
near the impeller; BPIB2, BPIB3, and BDI). This is to be expected since
the design point for this diffuser is F4 (100% Q). Synchronous pulsation
levels in the scroll (BS7) are very low, with the largest amplitude
occurring at the minimum flow condition, F1 and at the 10th order of
rotation frequency.
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Stationary Sidewall Sensors
Locations: AWIB6, AWIB5
Conditions: FI, F4, F5
The effects of impeller/diffuser interaction in the clearance between
the impeller and sidewall can be found in this series of plots at 3
different flow conditions. The variation in pulsation activity with flow
follows the same pattern as do the diffuser sensors. The minimum of the
activity occurs at the design flow condition (F4). The 10th order
pulsation activity becomes dominant at the locations farther away from the
interaction locations (WIB5) as is the case with sensors in the discharge.
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MaximumAmplitude Pulsations, Impeller Vane, Pressure Surface
Locations: AI8, BI8, C18
Conditions: FI, F2, F3, F4, F5
The largest pressure pulsations observed throughout the course of
testing occurred on the pressure surface of the impeller (18). The
amplitudes of the pulsations at this location for all three configurations
are shownin this series of plots. The maximumamplitude occurs at the
low flow condition FI. Minimumactivity is found at the design point
condition of F4. The effect of impeller to diffuser clearance ratio is
quite noticable (compare configuration A, 1.02 ratio with B, 1.06 ratio).
Attenuation of the dominant 9th order (for configurations A & B) is on the
order of 50% when the clearance is increased. The alternate diffuser
design (Configuration C, with ii vanes) produces much reduced pulsation
activity in the impeller, due to its lower blade loading and reduced
pressure difference from suction to pressure surface.
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Diffuser Quasi-Rotating Stall
Locations: BDI, BD3 .... , BDI7
Condition: FI
A family of plots containing the steady and alternating components of
the pressure signal of diffuser inlet sensors operating at 25% of design
flow is shown here. Evident in these plots is a trend showing a pressure
fluctuation occuring at uniformly staggered time intervals in adjacent
passages (indicated by dashed lines). This pattern is not fully developed
and is not repetitive in a periodic fashion. An assumed frequency of
rotation of the diffuser stall can be estimated and appears to be
typically between 4 and 6 hz (for tests at the 38 hz rotation frequency).
This phenomenon will be termed a quasi-rotating stall, since it is not
fully developed interms of rotation and periodicity. An enlarged portion
of a small segment of a pressure waveform is shown on the next page and
describes the conditions in the diffuser passage during the stall event.
This phenomenon occurred on the 'B' and 'C' configurations. The close
impeller/diffuser clearance of configuration 'A' apparently discouraged
this behavior from occurring. Apparently the interaction of the impeller
jet/wake exit flow condition influences the boundary layer development on
the diffuser vanes. It is the boundary layer growth and separation which
causes the passage to stall. This unsteady behavior is found only at low
flows and was not found at any flow greater than 25% of design.
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"_r_ _ BD _FI
i BDI3FI
BDIIFI
I
I
.I_ Sa_
- _ _v _ - --r "-_ _
m
BDgFI
BDTFI
BDSF1
BD341
BD1F1
Time waveforms for 2.5 seconds of
diffuser inlet pressure transducers. Waveform
alignment is consistent with time = 0 on the
left hand side. All data at 25% of design flow.
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-B-
-C-
Diffuser passage is operating with about a
5.6 psi pressure rise.
Diffuser passage is stalled and discharge
pressure is now seen at the diffuser inlet
throat.
Diffuser is 'unstalled' and is once again
passing flow with a pressure rise similar
to -A-.
Unsteady pressure behavior. Time
waveform for pressure transducer located at
diffuser throat inlet. Pump is operating at
flow condition FI. 25% of design flow and 2300 rpm.
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Scroll, Diffuser and Sidewall Sensors during Quasi-Rotating Stall Event
Locations: BS7,BS6
BDIS, BDI3, BDII
BWIB5,BWIB3
Condition: F1
The relationships between sensors in various areas of the pumpstage
during the quasi-rotating stall event (at 25%Q) is shownon this plot.
The scroll sensors do showsomeresponse to the unsteady flow behavior
occurring in the diffusers. Also noticable is the response in the
clearance between the impeller and stationary sidewall. Pressure
fluctuations here (WIB3, WIBS) relate to the events occurring at the
diffuser and are of similar or larger magnitude. This behavior, so near
the ring seal area can influence the rotordynamic characteristics of the
shaft since the circtunferential variation in pressure will affect the
leakage rate and hence the stiffness and damping capability of the ring.
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BS7FI
BS6FI
BDI3FI
BDIIFI
BWIB5FI
BWIB3F]
Time waveforms for 2.5 seconds for sensors located
on the outer wall of the scroll (BS7 + BS6) and diffuser inlet
(BDII + BDI3 + BDIS), Waveform alignment in time is consistent
with time = 0 on left hand side. All data at 25% of design flow.
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Occurrence of Quasi-Rotating Stall in Configurations A & C
Locations: ADI, AD3, ... , ADI7
CD], CD3..... CD21
Condition: F1
TI - qt_si _c'a(ing sta]J ,e£t (at low flow condition) occurs in
configuration C but not in configuration A. The pressure waveforms for
configurations A and C are shown in these two plots. Each plot contains
about 95 shaft revolutions, or about 2.5 seconds of data. The boundary
layer growth and separation characteristics which promote the passage
stall are dependent on the strength of the jet/wake activity (ie. large
variation in impeller exit relative velocities). This activity is most
prevalent at low flow conditions. Configuration A, which has a 1.02 ratio
of impeller OD. to diffuser ID., exhibits no quasi-rotating stall. The
close proximity of the jet/wake activity exiting the impeller to the
diffuser passage must discourage the growth of a thick boundary layer,
which is a necessary ingredient for diffuser stall to occur. The
increased clearance of configuration C (and for B shown earlier) provides
the necessary distance for the attenuation of the jet/wake activity. This
attenuated variation in exit velocity is not strong enough to upset the
development of the boundary layer on the vane and side wall surfaces. The
boundary layer, allowed to thicken, becomes susceptible to separation and
hence leads to the switching of the stall from one diffuser passage to the
next, and so on.
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Impeller Passage Stall at Low Flow
Locations: BII, ..., BI5
Conditions: F1
These 5 impeller pressure transducers are located midway in the
passage, between the suction and pressure surfaces of the blades at a 9.54
in. diameter, on the hub side wall (sensing element normal to the flow
passage). The plot of BII thru BI5 is of pressure data taken over 2.5
seconds, or about 95 shaft revolutions. The large once-per-rev amplitudes
are evident on the plot (if counted they number 95-96). The data is
correctly phased in time, with T=O on the left hand side. It is believed
that the large once-per-rev amplitude is due to the eccentric operation of
the impeller inside the vaned diffuser. In this condition, the individual
sensors, as they are rotating, see a varying clearance to the diffuser.
The physical eccentricity can be small and still create this effect.
Superimposed on this periodic signal is a phenomenon which apparently
interupts the reaction of the sensor to this mechanically induced effect.
The disruption occurs in all 5 passages, but not simultaneously or
periodically. It is clear that the eccentricity is still present, since
the unaffected passages retain the once-per-rev behavior. One explanation
could be that the affected passage has stalled, and is no longer passing
flow in an outward direction (in fact reverse flow may be occurring).
With no positive flow, the passage is no longer reacting to the varying
clearance in the manner that a fully flowing passage would. It appears
that this behavior is completely random. This effect was only looked for
at the F1 and F4 conditions. It does not occur at the design point flow,
F4. No correlation can be found with the diffuser rotating stall event
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described earlier and occurs in all configurations. This severe impeller
stall is related to the well known inlet recirculation phenomenon
encountered on pumpsoperating at flows below the design point.
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Impeller Shroud Resonance & Resulting Pulsation Activity
Locations: AI5, BI5
Conditions: FI, F4
The 15 sensor is located on the impeller hub side wall, facing the
flow passage. The difference between configuration AI5 and BI5 consists
of a reduced impeller diameter. The two bottom plots on the next four
pages show the spectra of the pressure waveforms at two flows (25% FI,
and 100%,- F4) for 2 frequency ranges, using an RMS, half-amplitude psi
scale. The orders of the synchronous pulsation activity are shown on the
top plot. What appears on the power spectrum are pulsations which are not
order (ie. rotation) related, as well as pulsations which are synchronous
in nature (which are also shown in the top right plot). In the region
between 1600 and 1800 hz (for AI5), we find amplitudes at the 43,44 and
45th order of rotation (rotation frequency is 38 hz) with a large amount
of "sideband" activity. This indicates a resonance of the impeller side
wall which contains the pressure transducer. This vibration causes the
transducer to 'see' a pressure amplitude caused by the motion of the wall
itself. This behavior occurs only with the "A" configuration. The
cutting of the impeller diameter (to the "B" configuration) either reduced
the excitation forces (the impeller/diffuser interaction phenomenon) or
changes the resonant frequency of the impeller wall. The "B"
configuration does not show this resonant behavior in the region of
1600-1800 hz. In fact it does show an amplitude at around 2200 hz which
does not appear on the "A" configuration and could be explained as a
higher impeller sidewall resonance frequency.
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Pulsations Resulting From System Piping Resonance
Locations: All Locations
Conditions: All Conditions
There appears around 800 hz on the spectra, a pulsation amplitude
which is not related to rotation, impeller/diffuser interaction, sensor
location or flow condition. This frequency may correspond to a piping
resonance. A pipe length of 3 feet, undergoing a half-wave resonance
would show pressure pulsation activity at 800 hz. This 800 hz resonance
appears on all the plots shown. Pipes of 3 and 4 feet are mounted at the
inlet and discharge of the pump, with ninety degree elbows attached to the
end opposite the pump attachment.
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High FrequencyPulsation Activity in the Scroll
Locations: AS7, BS7
Conditions: FI, F4
Order related pulsation activity appears to be attenuated to levels
not measurable with the test instrumentation. The following plots contain
data for a scroll sensor operating at two flow rates and at two impeller
to diffuser clearances. The top plot contains only order related
information, and is a product of synchronous time averaging. All
non-order related information is removed from this plot. The bottom plot
is obtained from a free-running FFT spectrum analysis. It contains
pulsation data (in a logrithmic, RMS psi amplitude scale) for both
synchronous and non-synchronous phenomena. The scale for the bottom plot
is logarithmic, and ranges from .01 to 1000 psi. It displays the data in
half-amplitude, RMS values. To convert to peak-to-peak values in psi
units, the value from the plotted scale must be multiplied by 2 and 1.414
(eg. 10th order from AST, F1 1.6 psi x 1.414 x 2 _ 4.52 psi
peak-to-peak). The only activity observed on these bottom plots is a low
level region of activity, less then .2 psi RMS and occurring between 3.6
and 4.5 KHz. It is believed that this pulsation is not related to the
pump geometry, of any manner of fluid activity in the machine. After
studying the behavior of sensors in the diffuser and impeller the
conclusion was reached that this activity is due to the resonance of an
air bubble trapped between the screen mesh and diaphragm of the
transducer. The frequency is directly proportional to the change in local
static pressure (for the same sensor, but observed at different flow
rates) .
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CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this test program has been to gain insight into the
occurrence of pressure pulsations in a multistage centrifugal pump and
identify areas of improvement for reducing the pulsation levels in the
HPFTP. Detailed mapping of pressure pulsation activity in the elements of
a diffuser pump stage of similar configuration to the SSME HPFTP was
conducted. A total of three configurations were tested. The effects of
geometrical changes on pressure pulsations within these three
configurations, was documented. Conclusions based on this testing are
split into two parts. First, the observations relating to the generic
hardware tested will be described. Second, how these observations relate
to the case of the }{PFTP experience will be discussed.
Generic Configurations
i. The dominant pulsation activity is related to the interaction of
impeller to diffuser vane passing. This leads to frequency components
which are integer multiples of rotation frequency (also refered to as
orders of running speed).
2. Maximum pulsation amplitudes occur at blade passing rate (which is
true for stationary or rotating frame of reference) and at locations
nearest the vane-to-vane interaction.
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3. At locations farther away from the interaction (eg. the outer wall of
the volute scroll), the dominant order of pulsation is the result of the
summation of all the interactions which occur in the pump. This order is
not necessarily the direct vane passing frequency.
4. A simple technique may be used to determine the synchronous pulsation
frequency components which result from the impeller to diffuser
interaction (Ref 2.)
5. The peak-to-peak pulsation levels in the scroll were never found to
exceed 7% of the impeller exit velocity head (ie. _P/(pU22/2g) ).
6. Increasing the impeller to diffuser vane clearance (from 1.021 to
1.059) reduces the pulsation level to a maximum of 5% of the impeller exit
velocity head. Increase of the number of diffuser vanes (resulting in
less diffusion and decreased vane loading) drops the scroll pulsation
levels to a still lower level of 2%.
7. The maximum pulsation levels in the scroll were found to occur as the
minimum flow condition of 25% of design point. Increasing the flow causes
a reduction in peak-to-peak amplitudes in the scroll.
8. Pulsations dominated by the vane passing frequency (and measured near
the area of the vane to vane interaction) are at a minimum when the flow
is at or near the design flow condition. Pulsation levels increase as
flow is either increased of descreased from the design point.
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9. Highest peak-to-peak pressure pulsations were measuredon the pressure
surface of the impeller vane, at 25% flow and were 28%of the impeller
exit velocity head. This occurred in the configuration with the closest
clearance ratio. By increasing the clearance ratio from 1.021 to 1.059,
this amplitude was reduced to 15%of the exit velocity head. Increased
diffuser vane numberalso reduced the pulsation amplitudes.
i0. Pressure pulsations measured in the impeller and diffuser, at
different speeds (but at similar flow conditions) follow the affinity laws
(/kP_U22). Some pulsation levels measured in the scroll appear to
deviate from the affinity laws. This is most likely due to resolution in
the data collection and reduction process of the low level amplitudes in
the scroll.
ii. An impeller shroud resonance is responsible for a low level pulsation
amplitude measured on the impeller side shroud. This structural resonance
is excited by the synchronous pulsation activity generated by the
impeller/diffuser vane interactions. The resonance changes from 1700 Hz
to 2100 Hz when the impeller diameter is reduced.
12. A piping resonance of about 800 Hz is excited by the pulsations in the
pump. The amplitude as measured in the pump is only about 2% of the
impeller exit velocity head.
13. A rotating stall was observed in the vaned diffuser. The stall (with
variations of pressure levels in the diffuser of 20% of the impeller exit
velocity head) does not completely rotate from each passage to the next.
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The stall moves between 5 or 6 adjacent passages. These were not the same
5 or 6 passages. For this reason, it is termed a quasi-rotating stall.
The effective frequency of rotation (assuming a complete rotation) would
be between 4 - 6 Hz. This phenomenon occurred only on the configurations
with the largest clearance ratios (1.059 and 1.047). The close clearance
configuration (A), did not exhibit this behavior. This quasi-rotating
stall is observed only at the 25% flow condition.
14. Impeller passage stall occurs at the 25% flow condition. The passages
stall randomly, and for a duration of 2 to 4 shaft revolutions before
positive flow is resumed. This event signifies fully developed backflow
(also known as suction recirculation) in that particular passage. The
condition is not uniform for all passages.
15. Significant non-order and/or order related pulsation activity was not
found above the 50th order of rotation.
SSME HPFTP Configuration
i. The HPFTP uses 13 diffuser vanes in its final stage, and a total of 24
exit impeller vanes (half of which are quarter blade length splitters).
The following interaction table (generated in the same manner as Table 5)
indicates that this is a favorable combination of vane numbers for
avoiding synchronous pulsation problems (Ref 2.).
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Impeller Vane # Multiple
24 48 72
Diffuser 13 ii 35 59
Vane # 26 2 22 46
m
Multiple 39 15 9 33
This conclusion is based on the premise that the 12 impeller exit splitter
vanes are effective at sharing the blade loading with the longer impeller
vanes. If separation has occurred in the impeller passage upstream of the
splitters, the splitters will not be effective. An impeller operating
with 12 effective blades would have an interaction table as follows.
Impeller Vane # Multiple
12 24 36
Diffuser 13 1 ii 23
Vane # 26 14 2 1O
Multiple 39 27 15 3
This condition is more severe than that encountered in the generic testing
(since a i value in the first column indicates pulsation activity at the
12th order of rotation).
2. The scroll mismatch to the diffuser exit causes the flow in the scroll
to decelerate in front of the throat causing a circumferential variation
of pressure around the OD. of the diffuser. This fact, along with the
scroll cutwater extension to a diffuser vane which "seals" one possible
pressure relief path, could lead to unsteady flow in the scroll. This
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situation was not completely simulated in this test program (the generic
hardware was never intended to accurately simulate the HPFTPcase).
Radial holes drilled in the HPFTPscroll liner and communicating to a
commonpressure chamber surronding the liner may help to alleviate any
pressure imbalance caused by any mismatch. The effectiveness of these
holes is unknown.
3. The resonance of mechanical structures, excited from forces caused by
pressure pulsations, introduces alternating mechanical stesses in the
component. Large amplitudes and numberof cycles can cause fatigue of the
material and failure of the component. The possibility exists that
pulsations, possibly of low amplitude, occur at frequencies close enough
to a structural natural frequency of the HPFTPscroll liner, to cause
significant alternating stresses and eventual material fatigue (especially
in the locations where the liner fabrication has resulted in a weld
seam). The excitation forces on the liner may be the result of low level
pulsations acting in both interior and exterior surfaces of the liner.
The circumferential balance holes can act as filters to the pulsations in
the interior flow passage. Pulsations reaching the other side of these
holes may be out of phase. Out of phase pulsations, acting on both
surfaces of the liner, will deliver larger fluctuation of forces than
would be encountered if pulsation activity occurs only on the through-flow
side.
4. The operating conditions of the HPFTPrequire it to cover a wide flow
range. Being a variable speed, turbine driven pump, the range of flow
covered (Qmax/Qmin=l.5) is accomplished over a 1.33:1 speed ratio.
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This means that at minumum flow, the pump is at only 85% of its design
point, and at maximum flow (109% Thrust), the pump is at 101% of its
design flow (refer to Figure 3.) The change in flow as a percent of
design point flowrate is small. This means that the changes in impeller
and diffuser blade Jading, and incidence effects (all important in the
generation of pressure pulsations) are also small. The testing conducted
on the generic hardware covers a wide ratio of Qmin/Qmax , but at a
constant speed. Large variations in pulsation activity were encountered
in this testing due the changing flow conditions. The HPFTP will not
encounter this type of flow variation, but it will encounter a 6.1%
increase in speed when moving from the 100% thrust to the 109% thrust
condition. Based on the test results of the generic hardware, the
pulsation amplitudes and scalability of those pulsations encountered at
the 100% thrust condition will increase by a factor of 1.125. Some
synchronous activity will be present in the HPFTP at its design point.
The severity of these pulsations is dependent on which of the two
interaction tables, shown above in Item 1 of this conclusions list, is
correct. Any pulsations present at 100% thrust, will be scaled up by a
factor of 1.125 when the pump is required to operated at 109% thrust.
Further increases in thrust, and hence operating speed and flow rate, will
increase the pulsation amplitude even more.
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Experimental research of the radial force on the centrifugal pumps. (Lst
report, influence of the impeller vane number and the casing type).
Kawata, Y. ; Kankl, H.; Kawakaml, T.
Mit_ubisni Heavy Ind. Ltd.
Trans. Japan Soq. Mech. Engrs. Set. C, voi.49, no.4Z7, Jan. I'983,
p.31-38. , ISSN 0387-5024
Languages: Japanese
E×perlmental test results to clarify hydraulic radlal thrust on the pump
Impeller are described about a rotor dynamic ana_ysls 09 the pump delsgn
St.]qe. The t_z _r-e ,-_'_-l_-I o_!t qn tv'plC_[ :e_trlf,Jq.a} p,!rr:=_ _.., _r_ v_,-._
nlgh£V advanced measuring techniques. The test pumps were end muct_on
sin,y[e stage type. Their impellers mave 6 vanes and 7 vanes with doubl_::
volute and vaned diffuser casings. The test results shoaed a fairly small
static radzal force and a large dynamic force at low flow rate. Tiqe dyna_;lc
force _as mainly composed of low cycle component and vane pas_lng frequency,
component. This expeczmental study gave a clear quantitative idea of the
static and dynamic radial forces of the pump zmpeller. (from En.gltsh
abstract)
Section Headzng Codes: P17
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016008 PA (Pumps And Other FluiOs Machinery Abstracts)
LH/SU8 2/ PUMP COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TESTING IN THE ELECTRIC PUMP ROOM AT
TEST CELL 'C' INDUCER NO. l.
ANDREWS, F.X. ; 8RUNNER, J.J. ; KIRK, K.G. ; MATHEWS, J.P. ; NISHIOKA, T.
AEROJET - GENERAL CORP.
NASA CR-132 232, 400 PP. tMAY, 1972<.,
•Languages: English
THE NERVA ENGINE DICTATES THE TURBOPUMPS WITHIN THE SYSTEM SHALL HAVE
CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS.
TO ASCERTAIN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PUMP CHARACTERISTICS AND TO IDENTIFY
ANY PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH ITS PERFORMANCE, EARLY COMPONENT TESTING OF
VARIOUS PUMP CONFIGURATIONS WAS DESIRABLE AND WAS ACCOMPLISHED TO SUPPORT
THE DESIGN SELECTION OF THE PUMP FOR THE NERVA TURBOPUMP.
THE NERVA PUMP IS A'TWO STAGE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP WITH BOTH STAGES HAVING
8ACKSWEPT IMPELLERS AND AN INDUCER UPSTREAM OF THE FIRST STAGE
IMPELLER.LTHE COMPONENT TESTS CONDUCTED AT TEST CELL 'C' INVESTIGATED THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE FIRST STAGE COMPONENTS.
THE FIRST STAGE CONFIGURATION TESTED CONSISTED OF AN INDUCER, IMPELLER
AND A VANED DIFFUSER FOLLOWED BY A PUMP VOLUTE.LTHE TEST PROGRAM PROVIDED
DEMONSTRATION OF THE ABILITY OF THE DESIGN SELECTED FOR THE NERVA TURBOPUMP
TO MEET THE REQUIREMENT IMPQSFD BY THF NFWVA ENG!NF.
_FROM AUTHORS' INTRODUCTION<.
P875F)
Descriptors: PUMPS-CENTRIFUGAL, FIRST STAGE INDUCER/IMPELLER/DIFFUSER/VQL
UTE TESTING; TEST RIGS; INSTRUMENTATION; MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES; FUEL
SYSTEMS; LIQUID HYDROGEN; CRYOGENICS; ROCKET ENGINES; PUMPS-TURBINE;
INDUCERS; DIFFUSERS; CASINGS-VOLUTE
Section Heading Codes: PI7
?
ORIGLNAt PAGE IS
OF POOR' QuAu"rv
_, 3 71
Maka_, E.
Energy Res. & Consult. Cor-p.
Hydrocarbon Process., voi.55, no.lO, Dec. 1976, pp.79-84. ,
Languages: English
Hydraulically induced forces are sizeable and can influence rotor and
bearing design requirements, can change rotor stability and the appearanse
of the pump rotor critical speeds (from ]nl.). Sections of the article
consider: radial or axial rotor response; hydraulic unstability; pump
effiolencv; diffuser versus volute type pumps; seals; balancing devices;
bearings, rotor dynamics, oil whip, friction induced whirl; radial
hv,lr_,,1 _ - f_r_es; 'st.3ndard_: ,.,ibr-ttl_n: pr_mtjr-_ p,J_S?ti?n; E3F_ :_r]tL,'_
ranges; _hat can factory test tell about future problems?
Descriptors: centrifugal; pumps; imoellers; forces: loads; testing;
labyrinth; seals; off-sesign; secondary; flow; stall
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0618970 E.[. Monthly No: EI7704023896 E.I. Yearly No: E[77031060
HOW TO AVOID FIELD PROBLEMS WITH. BOILER FEED PUMPS.
Makay, Elemer
Energy Res & Consult Corp, Morrisville, Pa
Hydrocarbon Processing v 55 n 12 Dec 1976 p 79-84
CODEN: HYPRAX ISSN: 0018-8190
Language: ENGLISH
As sizes of power generating facilities grow, the unexpec'ted and
unexplained number of large pump failures or pump-caused system operating
difficulties also grows. As one begins to pay closer attention to these
problems, it becomes clear that a large percentage of failures can be
traced to rotor instability, occurring especially in the low percent flo_
regimes; in particular, in the minimum flow mode. Pump problems, as well as
pump-caused feed water system problems in petroleum refineries are
discussed in this paper. The discussion is done under headings -- radial or
axial rotor response; hydraulic instability; pump stage geometry; pump
efficiency; diffuser vs. volute type pumps; seals; balancing devices;
bearings, rotor dynamics, oil whip, friction induced whirl; radial
hydraulic forces; standards; vibration; pressure pulsation; safe operating
ranges; factory tests and future problems.
Descriptors: *FEEDWATER PUMPS--*Failure; PETROLEUM REFINERIES--Equipment
Classification Codes: 513 (Petroleum Refining); 618 (Compressors &
Pumps)
51 (PETROLEUM ENGINEERING); 61 (PLANT & POWER ENGINEERING)
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05o1292 E.I. Monthly No: EI7608055290 E.I. Yearly No: E176062104
VOLUTES AND VANED DIFFUSERS FOR CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
Metwally, G. Maged; Gahin, S.
Paisley Coll of Technol, Scotl
Conf on Fluid Mach, 5th, Proc, Budapest, Hung, 1975 v 2 p 649-660. Publ
by Akad Kiado, Budapest, Hung, 1975
Language: ENGLISH
A simple systematic design of pump volute is formulated. Vaned diffusers
with negative deflection are considered. The performance of variable
combinations of volute with vaned and vaneless diffusers is illustrated. 2
refs.
Descriptors: _PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL--*Diffusers
Classification Codes: 618 (Compressors & Pumps)
61 (PLANT & POWER ENGINEERING) ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Kankz, H. ; _a_ata, T. ; KawaLanz, T
Mitsubishi Heavy Ind. Ltd.
Am. Roe. Meeh. Enqrs.
New TOrk, U.S.A., Am. Soo. Me,in. Engrs., Sep. 20-23, 198l '_p (_:3ME
Paper No. 81-DET-71) , Coden: ASMSA4 [SSN 0402-1215
Langbages: English
_2esuZts of experlments on the hydraulic excitlng forces on centrifugal
pump impellers are reported. The model pumps used in the tests were end
suction single stage types with six or seven vaned impellers and double
volute or vaned diffuser casings. Static and dynamic radial forces and
pressure measurements were obtained. (N.G.G.)
Descriptors: rotodynamio pump
Section Heading Codes: P17
4/5/3
173576 PA
Dvnamlo interactions in pumps and turbines.
Sohneck, R.J.
Virginia Unlv.
Virginia Univ.
In: Vibrations in Pumps & Hydraulic Turbines, (CharlottesviLle, U.S.A.:
Aug. 20-22, 1984), Charlottesville, U.S.A., Virginia Univ., 1984, Session
D, 33p.
Languages: English
Dynamic interactions within the turbomachine are considered for two
particular cases. Firstly between the rotor and its high pressure cemponent
for example the diffuser, volute or spiral casing etc. and secondly between
the rotor and its low pressure component such as the inlet duct, draft
tube, tailrace etc. The nature of such interactions and visible
consequences are described and it is shown that the firt situation is more
difficult for pumps whilst the second is so for turbines. (P.J.8.)
Section Heading Codes: P3
4/5/4
146287 PA
Effect of the downstream environment geometry of the impeller on the
characteristics of partial flow volume pumps.
Caignaert, G.
Soc. Hydrotech. France
In: Fonctionnement des Turbomachines a Debit Partiel, (Partial Flow
Volume Turbomachines Operation), (Paris, France: Nov. 18-19, 1981), vol. l,
Paris, France, Soc. Hydrotech. France, 1981, 12p. (Comite Tech. Session No.
119) ,
Languages: French
Tests on single-volute and bladed-diffuser centrifugal machines reveal
the effects of various geometric parameters of the kinetic energy
reouperator, on the patti31 flow volume characteristics, Although t.he
parameters concerned hardly vary from each other. The importance of
relative radial gap DELTA , the volute end or the diffuser profile radius
r, the nose section S sue g or A SUB dz SUB 3b SUB 3 and the inlet angle,
are supplemented by the effect of the diffuser casing (radial gap, lateral
spaces, alignment or otherwise of the diffusor and the impeller). Further
tests are being analysed by the S.H.F. NO. I Working Party, in particular
various results for a single impeller with widely differing downstream
configurations (colute and diffuser, etc.), as a contribution to the study
of the various physical phenomena, especially at the coupling between the
impeller and the downstream components. (R.H.)
Section Heading Codes: PI7
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1529210 E.I. Monthly No: EI8509082422 E.I. Yearly No: E[850_254[
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS - HYDRAULIC DESIGN.
Anon
Inst of Mechanical Engineers, Power Industries Div, London, Engl
I Mech E Conf PuDl 1982-11, Centrifugal Pumps - Hydraul Des, London,
Engi, Nov 16 1982. Publ by Mechanical Engineering Publ Ltd, Bury St.
Edmunds, Engl for Inst of Mechanical Engineers, London, Engl, 1982 88p
CODEN: [MEPD4 ISSN: 0144-0799 ISBN: 0-85298-493-6
For individual papers see E.I. Conference No.: 03397 in file 165
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: CP; (Conference Proceedings) Treatment: T; (Theoretical)
; X; (Experimental)
The. seven papers in this conference present the opinions of a number of
engineers on hydraulic design techniques for centrifugal pumps of three
different types: radial diffuser, end section volute pump, and mixed flow
bowl pump. The designers give their detailed opinions on the desigh of the
pumps and their pred.ictions of expected performance. TecDnical and
professional papers from this conference are indexed and abstracted with
the conference code no. 03397 in the Ei Engineering Meetings (TM) database
produced by Engineering Information, Inc.
Descriptors: *PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL--*Design; HYDRAULIC MACHINERY--Design;
TUReOMACHINERY; FLOW OF FLUIDS; FLUID DYNAMICS; CAVITATION
Identifiers: IMPELLER INLET DESIGN; FREE VORTEX APPROACH; AREA RATIO
METHOD; PERFORMANCE PREDICTION; EIREV
Classification Codes: 618 (Compressors & Pumps); 632 (Hydraulics &
Pneumatics)
61 (PLANT & POWER ENGINEERING); 63 (FLUID DYNAMICS & VACUUM TECHNOLOGY)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUAUTY
IOV_TI pa
,a'* a y , E .
Er_ec_y Res. i Consult. Cor-p.
Power, vo1.125, no.3, Mar. [98£, p.76-77. , Coder: PCWEAD ISSN
0032-5929
Languages: English
The advantages of increasing impeller/diffuser or impeller/volute
distance to reduce internal damage to feed pumps are described. (C.W.)
Descriptors: cavitation; impeller; volute; diffuser; centrifugal pump
Section Heading Codes: PlO
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106000 PA
Flow visualisation studies and the effect of tongue area on the
performance of volute casings of centrifugal machines.
Yadav, R. ; Yahya, S.M.
M.N.R. Engng. Coll. Indian Inst. Technol., New Delhi
Int. J. Mech. So:., voi.22, no.lO, 1980, p.651-660. , Coder: IMSCAW
ISSN 0020-7403
Languages: English
The present paper deals with flow visualization studies and the effect ,of
tongue area on the performance of the volute casings of centrifuyal
machines with a swirling flow free from jets and wakes at their inlet. The
flow visualization studies Dy wool tuft movements were conducted in the
volute channel as well as in the exit diffuser and interpreted according to
Moore and Kline. Flow separation was observed at high inlet swirl angles
near the volute tongue as well as in the exit diffuser. It was found that
the vo'lute performance was strongly dependent on the tongue area at low and
high inlet swirl angles. (A)
Descriptors: centrifugal pump
Section Heading Codes: PI7
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098859 PA
Centrifugal pump hydraulic instability. Final report.
Makay, E.
Energy Res. & Consult. Corp.
Morrisville, U.S.A., Energy Res. & Consult. Corp., Jun. 1980, 72p.
(EPRI-CS-1445) ,
Languages: English
The principal objective was to define the causes of hydraulic instability
in boiler feed pumps ,' explain their origins, and relate them to the
geometries of a pump stage (e.g. inlet, impeller, diffuser or volute). The
approach is to examine the influence of each component of pump geometry on
the flow path and flow mechanisms and thus estimate the magnitudes and
directions of hydraulically-induced forces on a pump rotor which influence
dynamic response, pump performance, and critical speeds. The techniques and
results of experiments on pump hydrualic forces are described and assessed
to explain common frequency ranges. A method is developed for calculating
radial hydraulic forces in a pump. The hydraulic mechanisms at work are
listed, described, and related in turn to specific elements of pump stage
geometry. Forces for the case in which the impeller is replaced with a
solid mass are estimated. Recommendations are given for future work to
measure and characterize the forces in various types oi pump geometry. Two
important findings are: (i) feedwater pumps must be designed for stable
operation over the full range of possible flow rates, even at the cost of
some reduction of efficiency at best operating point; and (2) the
complexities of flow within a pump stage are such that every new design
must be tested to determine its dynamic and performance characteristics
over the full flow range. (A)
"Section Heading Codes: PI7
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APPENDIX B
TEST HARDWARE DESIGN DETAILS
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Photos showing volute scroll and configuration A & B
diffuser installed in the scroll.
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ORIGINAU PAGE
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
Photo showing test impeller with a mounting recess
for sensor installation shown in passage.
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=1 Integrated Sensor (IS) _
Easy Installation
_ High Natural Frequencies
10-32 UNF Thread
REFERENCE TuBE FC_
PS_G & PSID UNITS _L(:::::Z_.C-_
YEMP (OMP 0 RING _ _ 07NOM
_ODULE
SENSITW_
AREA 073
' 187 ID • 040CS M SCREEN STANDARDLOOb HOLES ON 0t0 CENTERS
FOR 2SO'F SERVICE BUNA'N {kACK_
FOR 3SO'F SERVK_E S_LtCONE FRED) QPT_NAJ
SCREEN
NO SCREEN TIP DIA 14t
INPUT
Pressure Range
Operational Mode
Over Pressure
Burst Pressure
Pressure MeO_a
Rated Electrical Excitation
Maximum Electrical Excitation
Input Impedance
5 10 25 50 100 200 300 500 tO00 2000 PSI
Absolute, Gage, Sealed Gage, Differential
20 20 100 100 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 PSI
3 Times Rated Pressure
All Nonconduchve. Noncorrosive Liquids or Gases
10 VDC/AC
15 VDC/AC
500 Ohms (Min.)
OUTPUT
Output Impedance 500 Ohms (Nora,)
Full Scale Output (FSO) 100 mV (Nora.)
Residual Unbalance -+5% FSO
±0,3% FS BFSL "See Note 1
Combined Non-Linearity
and Hysteresis
Hysteresis
Repeatability
Resolution
Natural Frequency (KHz)
Acceleration Sensitivity % FS/g
Perpendicular
Transverse
Insulation Resistance
ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature Range
Compensated Temperature Range
Thermal Zero Shift
Thermal Sensitivity Shift
Steady Acceleration and
Linear Vibration
PHYSICAL
Electrical Connection
Loss Than 0,1%
0.5%
Infinite
70 70 100 130 160 200 270 350 500 650
.002 O01 .0005 .0004 0002 .00013 .00012 .00009 ,00006 .00005
,0004 0002 .0001 .00008 .00004 .000026 .000024 .000018 .000012 ,00001
50 Megohm Min. at 100 VDC
-65_F to 250°F (-55°C to 120°(::) Temperatures to 350°F {175°C) Available on Special Order
80°F to 180°F (25°C to 80°C) Any 100°FRange Within The Operating Range on Request
-*- 1% FSI100°F (Max.)
-+1%/100°F (Max.)
t000g, Sine
4 Conductor 32 AWG Shielded Cable 24" Long
Weight 5 Grams (Nom.) Excluding Module and Leads
Sensing Principle Fully Active Four Arm Wheatstone Bridge
Mounting Torque 15 Inch-POunds (Max.)
e
o
24
Note t' 15% evalleO/e o/1 specie/order
These untts are avellaDle with metric s_ze tl_resds. Std Metric Thread M5 x 8 XT-67M.790 On s/)eclal order M5 x 5 XT-1M.tgo
KULi_'E SEMICONDUCTO_ PRODUCTS INC • _']_g '_",: Aven.._ • _ _,_,e,_e_,_ P,_e_ JerSreY 07657 • Tel 201-945-3000 • Cable I',_tung • Terex: 685 3296 • Fax: 9J.3-3294
]_ CI--
e
Easy Installation
Smallest Threaded Device Available
High Natural Frequencies
6-32 UNF Thread
ORIG.N_,- ,%:3
OF POOR Q£_,_,LI3'3"
010 CO REFERJ_NCETUBE SHRINK TUBINO -- _ i |
_'4 CONDUCTO_ SHIELDED _O RING _M SCReeN STANDARD
CAgLE 30"I.ONO 32_,W'G
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14SOD, 026CS 000 _OLES ON 0!O CENTERS
SILICONE i RED! OPTIONAL
BSCREEN
NO $CREENITIP OIA 093
INPUT
Pressure Range 25 50 100 200 500 PSi
Oberational Mode Absolute, Gage, Sealed Gage, Differential
Over Pressure 50 100 200 400 1000 PSI
i
Burst Pressure 3 Times Rated Pressure
Pressure Media All Nonconductive. Noncorrosive Liqu=ds or Gases
Rated Electrical Excitation 10 VDC/AC
Maximum Electrical Excitation 15 VDC/AC
Input Impedance 500 Ohms (Min.)
OUTPUT
Output Impedance 500 Ohms (Nora.)
Full Scale Output (FSO) 100 mV (Nora.)
Residua¢ Unbalance =:5% FSO
Combined Non-Linearity
and Hysteresis +-0.5% FS BFSL
Hysteresis Less Than 0.1%
Repeatability 0.1%
Resolution Infinite
210 280Natural Frequency (KHz) 125 150 420
Acceleration Sensitivity % FS/g
Perpendicular .0003 .0002 .000t .00009 00005
Transverse .00006 .00004 .00002 .000018 .00001
Insulation Resistance 50 Megohm Min. at 100 VDC
ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature Range -65°F to 250°F (-55°C to 120°C) Temperatures 1o 350°F (175°C) Available On Special Order
Compensated Temperature Range 80°F to 180°F [25°C to 80°C) Any 100°FRange Within The Operating Range on Request
Thermal Zero Shift -,- 1% FSI100°F (Max.)
Thermal Sensitivity Shift ± 1%/100°F (Max.)
Steady Acceleration and
Linear Vibration 10009, Sine
PHYSICAL
E_ectrica_ Connection 4 Conductor 30 AWG Teflon Cable 24" Long
Weight 6 Grams Approx. (Without Cable)
Sensing Principle Fully Active Four Arm Wheatstone Bridge
Mounting Torque 15 Inch.Pounds/Max.)
/Vote I Can be supphed for 5V excflahon oeclal or(tel"
KULITE SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS INC • 1C39 HO',_ _._e'que • .q Cge!,elo r'4e_. Jersey 07657 • Tel 201-945-3000 " Cable Kultun§ • Telex 685 3296 • Fax 943 3294 _ 2
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High Natural Frequency
Large Output
Excellent Stability
Flight Qualified
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EQUALLY SPACED
ON tlOOiA MAX
INPUT
Pressure Range 5 10 25 50 100 200 500 PSI
Operational Mode Absolute, Gage, Sealed Gage, Differential
Over Pressure 20 20 100 100 200 400 1000 PSI
Burst Pressure
PressurP _,_ "
Rated Eiec i ;,c a i-Ex-citation
Maximum Electrical Excitation
Input Impedance
OUTPUT
Output Impedance
Full Scale Output (FSO)
Residual Unbalance
Combined Non-Linearity
and Hysteresis
Hysteresis
Repeatability
Resolution
Natural Frequency (KHz)
Accelerat,-_ r Sensitivity % FSlg
PerpenOK
Transverse
3 Times Rated Pressure
All Nonconductive, Noncorrosive Liquids or Gases
10 V DC/AC
15 VDCIAC
400 Ohms (Min.)
500 Ohms (Max.)
t00 mV (Nora.)
=5% FSO
_0.5% FS BFSL
Less Than 0.1%
+-.25%
Infinite
70 70 100 130 160 200 350
002 .001 .0005 .0004 .0002 0002 00008
0004 .0002 .0001 .00008 .00004 .06004 000016
Insulation Resistance 50 Megohm Min, at 100 VDC
ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature Range 0°F to 250°F (-20°C to 120°(:3) Temperatures to 350°F (175°(3) Available on Special Order
Compensated Temperature Range 80°F to 180°F (25°C to 80'_C) Any t00°F Range Within The Operating Range on Request
Thermal Zero Shift _+2% FS/100°F
Thermal Sensitivity Shift _+2%/100OF
Steady Acceleration and
Linear Vibration 1000g, Sine
PHYSICAL
Electrical Connection 4 Leads 30" Long
Weight .6 Gram (Nora.) Excluding Module and Leads
Sensing Principle Fully Active Four Arm Wheatstone Bridge Diffused Into Silicon Diaphragm
$
lk
Nots: LQ30-12"5 is normally SuDDlted uncom_)ensaled but can be su_o,olied compensated on s_)ecia/ orOer
O_r_ Ir-_.aLL P._E
BLACK AP4D WFf!T_- _"'_',-.....
Photos showing 3 different types of transducer sensors
and
typical sensor installation in a diffuser passage.
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ABSTRACT
Pressure pulsation activity associated with impeller, diffuser,
and scroll interaction has been identified with cracking of the
volute liner on the SSME HPTFP. A major source of pulsation
activity is related to the matching of flow conditions between
diffuser exit and the throat of the volute collector. This program
involves extensive internal measurement of the pressure pulsation
activity associated with this match condition, as well as that
associated with other flow phenomena, on a typical commercially
designed centrifugal pump. These results will be related to the
operational experience of the present HPTFP design.
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INTRODUCTION
Fluctuating pressures generated by the interaction of unsteady
diffuser discharge flow and the surrounding volute scroll flow field
are believed to be the source of adverse mechanical response, n_mely,
cracking of the volute type scroll liner that surrounds the diffuser
of the last (third) stage, of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME)
High Pressure Fuel Turbopump (HPFTP). The difficulty of analytically
understanding the complex unsteady flow phenomena involved in this
and essentially any other high head or high energy centrifugal pump
with surrounding vaned diffuser and scroll requires that detailed
static pressure measurements be obtained experimentally at strategic
locations both upstream and downstream of the assumed interaction
region, namely, within and outside of the rotating impeller of a
model pump that is sufficiently similar to the SSME HPFTP to produce
the flow phenomena and associated fluctuations of interest.
A program is being conducted which will utilize a two-stage
centrifugal pump of configuration similar to the HPFTP to obtain
detailed pressure vs time history at 66 locations in the final
stage. Experience tells us that the pressure signal is composed of
various components. The static pressure level is the most obvious
component, various synchronous components are present (due to
impeller blades passing diffuser vanes and or scroll cutwaters), and
the somewhat more obscure non-synchronous pressure components
(arising from unsteady flow behavior in hydraulic passages, which is
not necessarily related to rotation speed). By using sophisticated
signal processing techniques, the waveforms associated with various
hydraulic phenomena can be obtained. By analyzing these waveforms,
an understanding of the nature and intensity of different pressure
pulsation types can be achieved, and possible design changes
suggested to reduce or eliminate destructive behavior.
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The test hardware used in this program is of typical, commercial
design. These designs have evolved over the years and produce good
efficiency with a minimum of instability at or around the design
point. Off design operation of today's commercial designs sometimes
lead to unstable pump behavior in the form of pressure pulsation
activity which leads to mechanical distress and ultimately component
failure. A cursory analysis of the current HPFTP design, suggests
that a mismatch exists between the third stage vaned diffuser and the
surrounding scroll. This mismatch would result in off-design type
behavior at the design point. To study the effects of this suspected
mismatch, a second diffuser design will be tested which is
intentionally designed to simulat_ the area ratios present in the
HPTFP diffuser and scroll. Analyzing the pressure data from both
configurations will allow us to compare the effects which the two
design approaches have on pressure pulsation behavior.
HIGH-ENERGY PUMPS AND PRESSURE PULSATIONS
Pressure pulsations arise in centrifugal pumps from a) the unsteady
interaction of the pressure fields of the diffuser vanes (or volute
tongues) and the impeller blades (Ref I), b) the fluctuation of flow
rate in any given hydraulic passage as it is subjected to an unsteady
pressure difference (such as in a rotating impeller passage subjected
to the peripherally non-uniform volute pressure described in Ref 2
and Ref 3) and c) the separated flows that produce rotating stall,
backflow and other unsteady flow behavior that generally occur when
the pump is operated at flow rates that are below the design point
value but which can also occur at the design point if separation or
stall exists there (Ref 4). These phenomena are related to
single-phase flow, which can fairly be assumed to be the case in the
SSME HPFTP.
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[Introduction of vapor and the capacitance of the resulting two-phase
flow has been demonstrated to alter the character of these unsteady
flows and to amplify substantially the resulting pressure pulsations
- as described in Ref 5 and 6].
Incompressible, single-phase flow fields and accompanying pressure
pulsations that occur in pumps are subject to the familiar "affinity
laws" - velocity magnitudes are proportional to pump speed and size
and pressure differences are in turn proportional to the square of
velocity or the product of pump rotative speed and size - so long as
Reynolds number effects are small. Such effects are indeed of little
significance for typical centrlfugel pumps handling water or other
fluids of lesser viscosity (Ref 7). Thus, a small, rather
conventional, slow speed pump developing, say 40 psi pressure rise,
might experience discharge pressure fluctuations of 2% or 0.8 psi
(Ref 8). For the structures of such a pump, this amount of pressure
fluctuation in the fluid is harmless and in fact nearly unnoticeable
and inaudible. However, when the same design is sped up to produce
2000 psi (as in each stage of the SSME HPFTP) 2_ of this or 40 psi
can be of concern structually.
This concern about structural integrity in the presence of pressure
pulsations is probably the best way to quantify the term "High Energy
Pump". In fact, closer examination of certain points within the
pump, usually reveals pressure pulsations amounting to considerally
more than the 2% figure typically perceived in the fluid at the
discharge port. For example, Iino (Ref I) predicts a double
amplitude of about 75Z of the pump pressure rise at the impeller OD
due to interaction of the diffuser and impeller pressure fields - if
the ID of the diffuser blade is 3Z greater than the impeller OD and
the pump flow rate is 70X of the design flow rate. Obviously,
significant fluctuating loads can be deduced to occur on impeller
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blades, shrouds, diffuser vanes and adjacent scroll walls as a
consequence of such activity. For example, the stress S at the
juncture of a diffuser vane and the adjacent sidewall would be (Ref
6)
S = (6p/2) x b2/t 2 (i)
where 6p is the instantaneous pressure difference applied to the
vane, b is the axial width or span of the vane and t is the vane
thickness at the vane leading edge. For t = 0.1 in. (at the vane
leading edge) and 6p = 1000 psi (half the SSME HPFTP stage pressure
rise) and b = 0.75 in., (Equation I) gives S = 28,125 psi - more than
enough to raise concern about the mechanical integrity of this "High
Energy Pump."
Introduction into Equation (I) of geometrical relationships arising
from this optimization of centrifugal pump hydraulic design vs
specific speed (N s) together with typical commercial experience,
has led to the curve of Figure 1 (Ref 6). Pump stages having
pressure rise greater than that shown by the curve can generally be
considered as "high energy." Certainly the SSME HPFTP, which has
N s = I000 and pressure rise of 2000 psi in each stage, is very
definitely a high energy pump by this rather crude commercial
standard.
Thus, it behooves the designer and researcher of such a pump to
assess rather thoroughly the zones of the machine that could
conceivably be exposed to pressure fluctuations arising from the
various unsteady flow phenomena that are possible in a centrifugal
pump but which can go unnoticed for a pump in the "low energy"
category. Corrective action is often possible and ranges from
making thicker vanes and shrouds, to increasing the impeller-diffuser
radial clearance, etc. (Ref 6). In the case of the SSME HPFTP,
improvement may be possible through hydraulic designmodification as
suggested by
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the following analysis as well as that of the planned
measurements.
DIFFUSER AND CO_OR SCROLL DESIGN ANALYSIS
test
The matching
is critical
matching of
in matching
of the collector scroll around the final diffuser stage
to the smooth operation of a centrifugal pump. The
the diffuser to scroll follows the same principles used
an impeller to a volute type scroll. The usual approach
used, typically follows the technique described by Worster (Ref 2).
Simply put, Worster says that the angular momentum present at the
impeller discharge will equal the angular momentum at the volute
throat plus the angular momentum lost due to wall friction and mixing
losses. The flow rate where this match occurs is usually the best
efficiency flow of the pump (providinR the impeller inlet blading is
at or near its minimum loss at this flow). The same approach can be
used for matching a diffuser to a volute scroll. The diffuser to
volute match is more critical, since the proportions of the exit
velocity triangle from the diffuser change little (i.e., absolute
flow angle is maintained) as the flow rate changes. On the other
hand, the impeller velocity diagram undergoes large variations with
changes in flow rate. This means that an impeller will match a
volute at some flow rate. For typical pump applications, the losses
in angular momentum from impeller to diffuser are small. Usually 95%
or more of the angular momentum at the impeller (or diffuser) exit is
available at the volute throat.
A simple equation will help illustrate the matching of impeller or
diffuser to scroll throat. If we assume no losses, the angular
momentum at the impeller (or diffuser) exit can be represented by the
left hand portion of this equation:
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r Vo = rth Vth (2)
The right hand part of Equation (2) represents the integrated angular
momentumat the volute throat (where rth is the meanradius to the
throat and Vth is the throat velocity found from continuity). With
viscous effects there are losses due to wall friction and boundary
layer blockage of the scroll throat area. For typical pumps, taking
these factors into account, experience gives us the following
relationship for matching collector elements:
r = ( rth Vth )I( r V@ )
where F is typically .95.
(3)
This relationship gives us a means for judging the degree of mismatch
between discharge and collector elements. When the operating flow
rate produces F<.95, the mean throat velocity is lower than that of
the match condition. This causes a deceleration of the flow
approaching the throat and hence a local static pressure rise in the
flow as it approaches the throat. This rise is above that expected
from the radial diffusion resulting from the change in radius at the
match flow condition. Conversely, for F>.95 the mean throat velocity
is higher than the match condition and the resulting acceleration of
the approach flow causes a static pressure drop in the scroll in the
vicinity upstream of the throat. For the case of an impeller
discharging into a volute collector, these conditions can cause
variations in impeller passage flows due to varying static pressure
around the impeller periphery and radial loading of the rotor due to
this uneven pressure distribution. In the case of a diffuser
discharging into a volute, this mismatch will exist at all flows, and
be about of the same degree. The variation in pressure around the
diffuser will cause variation in exit pressures for each diffuser
passage. This will be felt all the way back to the diffuser ID
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and probably into the impeller itself. The introduction of unsteady
flow phenomenaat any of these elements could cause local variations
in flow rate which would manifest itself as pressure pulsations.
This program was initiated by NASA to investigate and understand the
fluid behavior associated with pressure pulsations due to flow
interactions of impeller, diffuser and volute scroll. This was
prompted by observed pressure pulsations and some scroll cracking (on
test firings) in the SSME HPFTP. The program initially involved
testing a pump design which could be termed "generic". Our generic
hydraulics are based on a standard Ingersoll-Rand multi-stage
diffuser type pump. A 5-vaned impeller of 1200 specific speed (rpm x
gpm i/2/ft3/_) with a 9-vaned diffuser discharges into a volute
scroll. The area of the volute throat was determined using the
Worster method just described. The volute sections and shape were
laid out on the basis of our internal hydraulic guidelines. These
include linear distribution of scroll area and scroll section shape.
The dimensions critical to the matching of diffuser to volute are
found in Figure 2. Due to a slight casting problem, the area of the
throat was cast too small. By using Equation (3) we have determined
that F=1.00. This implies that at any operating condition, the
throat velocity will be slightly higher than the free vortex (as
modified by losses) condition. The absolute velocity shown at
location 'D' was computed via one-dlmensional calculations with
assumptions for boundary layer blockage based on past experience.
The F=1.00 results in a small mismatch, the impact of which on scroll
operation will be determined through testing.
We have compared this "generic" design with the SSME HPFTP third
stage. The exit conditions for the third stage diffuser were
determined using PANEL (a 2-dimensional, inviscid code). The effect
of no boundary layer blockage in the calculation is not serious since
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the cascade is actually accelerating the flow from inlet to
discharge. Evenwithout the blockage, a F of .80 is indicated using
Equation (2); (with blockage, an even lower F would be indicated).
This would indicate that the scroll throat is oversized, and a
circumferential pressure gradient will exist around the diffuser OD.
From the scroll detail drawings, it is seen that a series of holes
are present around the scroll which communicate with the outer
chamber (defined by the pressure containment structure of the pump
itself). We did not determine the effectiveness of these holes to
balance the pressures around the scroll. Assuming that the balance
holes do not pass sufficient flow to balance the scroll, we look for
what effect a scroll mismatch and resulting circumferential pressure
gradient have on the dynamic behavior of each of the other hydraulic
components. The dynamic behavior of the flow may be further
complicated by the lack of diffusion in the third stage diffuser
vanes and the unusual practice of extending one of the diffuser vanes
to blend into the inner wall of the discharge trumpet. The existence
of all these features in this very high energy machine may create
unsteady flow phenomena like those described earlier in this paper,
only more severe.
In order to pursue the effects of such a drastic mismatch as is
indicated in the SSME HPFTP, we will design an alternate diffuser to
our "generic" design. Since we are committed to use the existing
scroll hardware, our throat area is fixed. In order to achieve F=
.80, the diffuser will be designed to provide less diffusion of the
absolute flow with the result being a higher tangential velocity
component at diffuser exit than exists with our "generic" design.
Preliminary design data for this diffuser is shown in Figure 2. An
attempt at modeling the flow that exists in the HPFTP would create
very large velocities at the diffuser exit, which would in turn lead
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to very low l" values (on the order of .5 or less). We feel that this
represents too great a mismatch. The compromise of achieving
reasonable diffusion while presenting the scroll with a large
mismatch will provide results of interest regarding the
diffuser/scroll interaction that we believe exists in the SSME HPFTP.
TEST PROGRAM
The test program for both diffuser designs (generic and alternate)
will be conducted in the Ingersoll-Rand Pump Group R&D Laboratory.
Installation of instrumentation, data collection and reduction will
be done by Liberty Technology Center. Analysis of the data will
involve both IR and Liberty. A special 2-stage pump is being adapted
to a configuration similar to that found in the SSME HPFTP, differing
in that the intermediate stage is being left out. This test pump
will be run at 2500 rpm through a variable speed 120 hp DC motor. We
will use water as the pumped fluid in order to produce measurable
levels of pressure pulsations from which scaling statements can be
made to apply the experimental results to the SSME experience as well
as other diffuser type pumps. This pump, operating at 2500 rpm with
an ll-inch diameter impeller generates a stage pressure rise of 100
psi at a flow rate of about 800 gpm. Water is believed to be a
suitable fluid since the Mach number on the SSME hydrogen pump (based
on impeller exit conditions) is about .4 and the stage density ratio
is about 1.04. If we asume that the pulsations and resulting scroll
cracking on the HPFTP are produced by the same phenomena as seen on
high energy commercial pumps, we can say they are not
compressibility-related as long as the Mach number is kept at least
this far below unity. The Reynolds number based on wheel radius and
tip speed for the water test is two orders of magnitude less than the
HPFTP (5 million vs 500 million). Literature indicates that the
pressure pulsations as a fraction of stage
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pressure rise will remain the sameregardless of Reynolds No. (Ref
9). Also Stepanoff indicates that Reynolds No. effects become
significant in pumps run at Reynolds No. below 5 million (Ref 7). A
photo to the two-stage test pump can be found in Figure 3.
A cross-section of the second stage of the test pump can be found in
Figure 4. In designing the components, we kept two features in
mind. First, the installation of pressure sensors in key locations
of the hydraulic passages and the modularity of the pieces (providing
the potential of easily incorporating alternate designs). Provisions
for a total of 58 stationary pressure transducers are in the hardware
design. These sensors are located in the scroll, diffuser passages
(one passage is fully instrumented with Ii sensors on both sidewalls)
and along the sidewalls adjacent to the impeller. A view of the
diffuser and scroll showing positions of sensors is shown in Figure
5. The impeller is instrumented with 8 sensors with signals
extracted via a slip ring assembly positioned between the motor and
pump coupling hubs. The impeller (5 vane) has a sensor in each
passage located at mid-passage on the hub wall near the impeller OD.
One impeller passage also has sensors on the opposite wall and a
sensor on the suction and pressure surfaces of adjacent blades.
In order to measure and locate the sources of the various pressure
pulsations phenomena described earlier in this paper, a large amount
of signal processing of the data will be required. This will be done
for three hardware configurations. It is anticipated that data from
all transducers will not be needed in all test series. As specific
relevant phenomena emerge, it is likely that these phenomena can be
described by considerably fewer transducers than the full complement
needed initially to cover all possible locations and spatial and
temporal relationships. Therefore, Liberty will reduce data on 100%
of the transducers for the first test series. We will then determine
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which transducers are yielding relevant data and will restrict the
data reduction to 75_ of the transducer for the second test series.
Similarly, we will reduce this percentage to approximately 50Z for
the last test series. The following information will be provided for
each test configuration:
a) Order-related waveforms for each sensor in the above
schedule.
b) Non order-related waveforms for each sensor in the above
schedule. (The non order-related waveforms will be obtained
by subtracting the order-related waveforms from each raw
waveform)
c) Spectra, transfer funct{on phase, and other plots as
warranted. (Note that phasing information will be built
into the basic waveforms because all are referenced by the
same once per rev trigger).
Written surmmaries will be provided with plots so that their meaning
and significance will be made clear.
Use of the four common channels on all eight (8) recorders provides
for synchronization allowing transfer functions to be determined
between any two pressure channels. Additionally, simultaneous
broadband noise recorded on all channels of each tape recorder will
enable corrective transfer functions to be determined to correct for
interchannel time delays. This will be utilized if found to be
necessary.
The data collection and reduction just described will be applicable
to three hardware configurations. The first two configurations will
use the generic volute and diffuser designs. However, the impeller
O.D. will be cut down following the first test. This will allow the
comparison between two different diffuser to impeller clearance
ratios. This ratio is important in regard to blade passing
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frequency-related pressure pulsations. The first diffuser to
impeller diameter ratio will be 1.02. The second ratio will be a
more typical 1.06. Effects due to diffuser to scroll mismatch should
be similar on both these configurations. The third configuration
tested will use the generic volute scroll and the alternate diffuser
design. The diffuser ID to impeller OD ratio will remain at 1.06.
This test will show differences in the flow behavior due to a large
mismatch of diffuser to scroll area. This behavior may produce
unsteady flow in one or more diffuser passages which cause pressure
pulsation activity in the scroll itself. The detailed pressure
pulsation history for each sensor location will provide us with a
means of identifying the locations 6f origin for these pulsations and
where their intensity is of greatest concern.
Testing of the hardware just described will begin in early May,
1988. The test program should be completed in late June. The final
report will follow by the end of August 1988.
CONCLUSIONS
High-Energy multi-stage centrifugal pumps of commercial design are
known to be sensitive to pressure pulsation behavior. These
pulsations can be order related, such as impeller vanes passing
diffuser leading edges; or random, such as rotating diffuser stall
encountered at off design flow conditions. The pulsation activity
may be non-synchronous in nature, caused by unsteady flow behavior in
diffuser passages or in a discharge collector (volute/scroll). In
robust commercial designs this variety of pulsation behavior can
cause impeller, shaft or diffuser breakages and severe piping system
instabilities. The comparatively fragile structure of the SSME
HPFTP, which is a true high-energy machine with a lamp power density
ratio is probably more sensitive to pressure pulsationbehavior
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than are its commercial brothers. Our efforts to understand the
mechanics of these pressure pulsations include the testing, at low
speed of typical pump hydraulics in various configurations. These
confisurations cover two key areas of concern; impeller to diffuser
inlet clearance and diffuser to volute/scroll matching. Some
information regarding diffuser blade loading effects may also be
gained. The test program will collect data from a multiplicity of
pressure sensors located in the scroll, diffuser, sidewalls and in the
rotating impeller. Advanced data reduction techniques will be applied
to uncover the pressure pulsation history at each sensor location in an
effort to understand the fluid behavior behind the pulsation activity.
By understanding this behavior, pump designers should be able to make
more enlightened decisions regarding high-energy pump design in terms
of minimizing mechanical damage resulting from discharge related
pressure pulsation activity.
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FIGURE I. High Energy Pump Concept. Results of
simplified analysis for typical constant
thickness/diameter ratio and constant
limiting stresses.
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Generic SSHE Alternate
Des ign HPFTP Des ign
3rd St.
VA 50 1357 50 ft/sec
VB 33.8 790 33.8 ft/sec
VC 19.4 878 -- ft/sec
VD 16.4 923 20.8 ft/sec
VeD 15.8 907 19.8 ft/sec
Vth 10.9 612 10.9 ft/sec
r4 7.375 7.44 7.375 in
rcutwater 7.744 NA 7.744 in
rth 10.7 8.9 10.7 in
Ath 16.2 7.0 16.2 sq in
Figure 2. Summary of diffuser and volute geometries and
velocities at nominal design flow (550 gpm @ 1780
rpm for generic design), at various locations in
the diffuser (photos) and volute scroll.
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Figure 3. Photograph of two-stage test
pump on Test Stand.
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\Figure 4. Cross-section of last stage of
test pump, showing circumferential
development of volute scroll sections.
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Figure 5. View of volute scroll and vaned diffuser
showing transducer locations.
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STATIC PRESSURE LEVELS (PSIA)
All
AI2
AI3
AI4
AI5
AI7
AI8
AD1
AD2
AD3
AD4
AD5
AD6
AD7
AD8
AD9
ADIO
AD11
AD12
AD13
AD14
AD15
AD16
AD17
qDl8
ASI
AS2
AS3
AS4
AS6
AS7
F1
183.56
173.30
179.98
173.84
174.84
172.72
191.04
212.80
230.44
217.46
226.59
221.62
227.88
238.35
247.80
229.36
229.23
226.62
225.27
215.38
224.01
221.49
204.07
232.48
213.63
225.28
_5.70
228. 17
221.38
226.25
222.71
F2
FLOW CONDITION
F3 F4 F5
181.85 171.41 158.14 139.85
171.20 _ 160.72 147.87 129.34
178.29 167.64 154.18 135.81
170.85 159.98 146.69 127.84
172.77 162.23 149.46 130.71
171.12 160.39 147.66 129.44
187.17 177.56 165.38 147.98
207.72 193.36 172.94 142.93
226.66 210.44 191.c)6 163.18
210.81 192.70 168.96 137.23
220.82 203.56 181.46 152.53
215.25 198.05 175.53 143.38
221.49 203.32 181.01 152.52
232.55 216.24 193.49 160.29
234.85 220.74 202.16 175.24
222.93 206.68 184.09 152.56
225.35 209.39 189.56 162.12
220.13 203.88 180.48 147.52
220.96 204.09 185.03 157.58
209.09 192.49 171.76 139.05
219.18 202.42 183.80 156.60
215.36 199.02 176.61 144.37
202.24 188.46 172.31 147.12
226.40 210.46 187.44 155.65
212.25 198.39 180.62 154.55
220.08 2{)5.37 189.25 164.85
220.28 203.50 185.66 158.67
223.03 207.95 189.69 163.71
216.41 200.42 182.12 155.70
221.13 207.15 189.04 162.88
218.40 202.67 185.29 159.96
F6
98.80
86.82
92.47
85.60
88.57
87.43
101.11
96.49
110.19
92.45
104.94
97.58
105.02
113.43
124.12
103.20
110.08
100.99
105.77
92.56
105.13
96.22
97.85
I{)6.54
105.21
114.40
104.68
109.23
102.46
110.37
106.55
F7
109.92
98.01
104.71
97.45
99.86
99.12
114.50
115.56
128.71
112.97
122.25
118.70
123.08
133.74
142.75
123.27
128.12
121.18
123.65
112.92
122.53
117.18
116.08
127.62
122.71
129.96
121.65
125.58
119.31
126.98
122.71
F8
124.85
112.80
118.50
112.13
114.93
114.40
127.36
139.95
151.87
141.07
147.44
145.86
147.26
160.62
166.76
149.58
151.92
148.63
147.09
138.03
146.18
142.86
139.86
154.15
144.76
150.24
144.26
147.66
142.12
149.06
144.68
F9
D-2
AD19
AD20
AWIB2
AWIB3
AWIB4
AWIB5
AWIB6
APIBI
APIB2
APIB3
APIG4
APIB6
APIB7
APIB8
APIB9
APOBI
APOB2
APOB5
APOB6
APOB7
APOB9
FI
224.22
215.43
196.14
187.45
193.[)2
190.54
196.61
200.58
208.92
224.79
222.89
224.82
236.68
226.86
229.89
197.48
207.98
221.32
218.07
234.06
225.58
F2
219.61
210.94
189.93
183.16
185.20
182.25
190.71
194.37
203.06
220.33
217.82
220.80
233.34
221.51
226.04
191.24
199.54
217.08
214.00
230.68
221.34
STATIC PRESSURE LEVELS (PSIA)
FLOW CONDITION
F3 F4 F5 F6
202.16 180.92 149.15 100.89
196.10 177.29 151.09 100.22
176.81 162.57 142.29 97.28
170.65 158.43 139.20 99.99
172.33 157.99 138.22 93.59
167.57 153.00 132.75 91.65
178.38 164.62 144.94 99.54
178.34 161.72 139.88 98.51
187.36 171.42 148.94 102.60
205.43 182.75 147.11 102.24
202.01 182.33 153.67 105.30
205.58 186.40 158.54 106.64
218.05 199.07 171.66 119.47
203.13 181.70 153.18 107.30
210.20 190.96 164.12 111.70
178.10 163.41 143.21 97.04
183.75 167.47 144.01 95.71
201.32 181.52 152.26 102.12
198.51 179.34 151.82 100.90
214.29 194.15 167.22 114.13
204.97 185.66 158.82 104.61
F7
121.58
117.50
110.01
112.40
106.39
104.62
112.52
111.61
117.14
124.75
123.31
124.10
137.41
124.53
128.75
109.78
134.24
120.44
117.84
131.32
122.16
F8
147.21
140.13
129.15
133.82
124.32
126.56
131.18
131.52
139.48
150.11
147.40
147.20
159.48
147.83
151.82
129.95
144.87
141.12
154.27
145.39
F9
])-3
BII
BI2
BI3
BI4
815
BI6
BI7
BIB
8DI
BD2
BD3
BD4
8D5
BD6
BD8
BD9
BDIO
BDII
BDI2
BDI3
BDI4
BDI5
BDI6
BDI7
3018
BSI
_$2
BS3
BS4
BS6
BS7
FI
192.63
181.25
187.Io
185.87
186.60
183.75
183.95
197.84
218.14
222.77
213.41
223.29
220.78
220.46
235.42
218.20
221.31
221.92
220.71
215.03
222.23
213.93
212.35
221.51
216.37
217.50
_ 19.86
223.85
222.40
221.03
222.71
F2
191.93
180.18
185.24
184.48
184.90
180.43
182.14
192.30
218.13
222.86
212.46
224.27
219.05
219.79
235.48
215.53
220.40
216.48
220.29
211.51
221.77
209. 49
212. 70
_ 654.
_15.94
218.14
2&L.e2
2, D _"
_.48
229.59
226.18
225.62
STATIC 7-RESSURE LEVELS <PSIA)
F3
FL_W CONDIF_ON
F4 F5 F6 F7
178.09
166.64
172.48
170.04
171.32
163.55
168.52
178.90
20 I. 04
204.71
193.62
2(}4.45
195.54
199.08
215.6(}
194.35
201.57
194.87
201.48
190.60
203.09
190. ii
197.49
200.27
197.70
201.09
12.34
205.27
200.01
207.39
205. 16
165.15 145.35 i(}(3.76
154.33 134.88 89.49
159.99 141.2'3 95.72
157.55 138.96 93.39
158.32 138.90 93.51
149.36 129.07 86.89
155.82 136.72 92.13
166.39 147.95 100.19
177.42 147.38 104.15
187.58 160.75 107.75
169.20 137.43 92.12
186.26 158.75 107.88
178.37 146.25 99.88
182.90 155.30 104.01
200.46 172.92 120.69
177.99 147.91 99.27
185.77 159.09 107.40
178.51 147.13 99.63
185.73 158.56 106.30
173.87 141.75 93.60
187.2'9 15'9.91 107.68
171.63 139.60 92.19
182.89 157.78 107.92
182.26 151.04 103.50
181. ?8 155.08 100.27
185. 70 i=q_.57 106.56
183. 7t 15/._8 102.58
188.63 163.1(7) 107.75
183.11 156.30 101.55
190.52 165.24 110.92
189.17 163.35 107.66
113.88
102.14
108.51
i(])6.32
106.55
101. 19
1(]}5.35
112.57
119.87
126.58
113.34
126.82
121.76
123.14
139.74
120.39
125.79
121.50
124.85
115.97
126.19
114.15
126.44
124.35
11'9.85
123.39
120.36
125.03
119.72
128.07
125.38
F8
132.30
119.92
124.40
123.77
124.83
123.53
124.37
134.48
144.04
147.91
140.38
149.10
148.04
145.96
161.40
144.05
146.81
145.21
145.88
139.09
147.34
136.75
147.86
148.77
142.80
143.38
141.78
145.79
141.82
149.43
145.76
F9
D-4
STATICPRESSUREL VELS (PSIA)
FI F2 F3
FLOWCONDITION
F4 F5 F6 F7 F8
BDI9 221.64 222.80 204.91 181.70 149.68 100.37 122.22 146.68
BD20 107.21 107.57 98.45 90.26 76.13 49.50 58.49 69.64
BWIB2 205.33 200.70 185.66 171.81 151.82 103.59 117.14 138.56
BWIB3 197.01 192.75 177.60 167.36 147.66 104.03 117.65 138.33
BWIB4 200.30 195.83 181.34 168.32 148.52 i00. 18 113.85 134.05
BWIB5 194.73 193.65 176.14 158.02 138.54 95.21 108.57 132.10
BWIB6 202.28 199.38 183.87 170.57 150.52 102.18 115.41 135.55
BPIBI 201.22 199.05 184.68 164.23 142.77 95.26 109.21 131.87
BPIB2 213.92 214.86 198.08 174.13 152.67 102.22 117.39 140.29
BPlB3 220.09 221.15 206.39 181.65 144.68 98.56 120.94 147.44
BPIB4 218.55 218.52 202.63 180.33 151.50 96.27 122.89 144.40
BPlB6 222.45 222.42 203.45 185.74 158.75 105.79 124.59 146.32
BPIB7 231.63 232.13 215.01 198.94 172.77 118.90 136.90 156.90
BPIB8 220.29 218.42 199.78 182.55 154.37 103.20 121.84 144.14
BPIB9 227.84 227.31 209.57 192.63 166.40 113.II 131.37 152.90
BPOBI 206.54 206.06 192.04 171.60 150.75 101.49 116.12 137.96
BPOB5 22(I.54 434.52 396.44 357.30 298.99 195.45 235.48 281.25
BPOB6 228.13 221.84 202.85 185.05 156.81 104.08 123.09 145.65
BPOB7 223.52 224.33 207.16 190.57 163.88 II0.70 128.39 149.37
F9
D-5
C11
C12
CI3
C14
CI5
C16
CI7
C18
CDI
CD2
CD3
CD4
CD5
CD7
CD8
CD9
CD10
CDII
CD13
CD14
CD15
CD16
CD17
CDI8
CDI9
CD20
CD21
CD22
CSI
CS2
CS3
CS4
CS5
CS6
CS7
CS8
FI
169.58
177.96
168.74
173.16
173.14
171.71
173.77
173.54
2(}4.53
2(}3.74
202.57
205.41
203.39
200.88
202.93
199.53
200.21
197.15
198.41
196.70
197.51
203.28
202.11
200.60
272.64
196.57
199. 15
202.53
202.83
192.84
20 I. 02
197.72
2(]3.27
205.22
202.56
202.96
F2
176.71
176.31
164.09
166.93
172.88
166.06
172. 19
171.04
208.46
209.01
206. I0
211.62
207.21
202.99_
206.71
203. ()4
204.49
199.95
202. 11
20(}. 82
20 I. (}6
207.40
205.46
2(:)5.24
274.48
20 i. 52
203. !0
208. 18
208.52
196.81
203.98
199.54
207.73
209.78
216.26
206. 18
STATIC PRESSURE LEVELS (PSI_)
F3
FLOW CONDITION
F4 F5 F6 F7
167.36
164.72
149.90
153.39
160.85
155.24
160.18
159.13
192.66
195.01
190.56
195.67
191.(}6
187.10
192.11
187.93
19(}.05
186.30
187.36
186.16
185.97
192.51
189.92
i91.11
_25.14
186.71
187.13
192.81
194.35
182.39
190.19
184.12
193.10
195.73
192.63
191.83
F8 F9
154.31 139.90 94.72 105.57 119.19 24(}.79
150.80 135.33 91.77 103.12 117.77 -417.58
134.80 118.87 79.97 91.72 108.88 225.74
138.47 122.77 81.05 92.73 108.31 228.77
147.80 132.76 85.39 99.87 114.74 236.20
143.30 129.52 86.56 95.63 112.92 234.42
146.57 131.44 87.57 98.39 112.50 233.08
145.28 129.81 86.44 97.61 111.63 231.89
172.61 149.77 100.69 115.62 135.00 278.71
176.13 154.93 103.48 116.83 134.40 276.93
168.59 144.99 98.15 112.82 133.55 273.45
176.16 154.7(} 103.86 118.13 135.78 278.27
168.81 144.85 98.41 114.39 135.08 273.49
166.65 143.63 96.13 112.30 130.70 269.19
173.74 151.33 101.57 115.63 132.51 236.8(}
168.86 145.93 97.71 113.08 131.30 268.09
171.55 146.33 100.28 113.72 130.93 234.64
166.97 143.02 96.17 110.21 127.93 227.86
169.56 146.78 98.97 113.51 130.71 268.01
169.09 148.2(} 99.54 112.92 128.47 264.91
16/.89 144.63 96.99 111.65 127.97 267.42
175.31 153.76 102.64 116.43 133.24 275.16
172.50 148.30 99.76 115.11 132.48 274.88
172.84 i52.41 101.15 115.56 132.5(} 273.10
IE_. _0 148.86 96.56 109.01 123.51 232.99
167._7 145.75 96.56 110.14 126.85 267.29
L67.,i8 14_.65 96.58 111.03 129.43 270.03
17E.89 145.86 103.86 117.93 i36.16 278.9(}
176.34 156.22 I(}4.38 118.68 135.40 281.68
165.15 146.16 97.37 110.36 126.51 261.86
172.02 151.98 99.87 113.48 130.88 274.33
166.52 145.91 94.01 107.82 124.74 267.58
175.52 155.71 103.23 116.92 133.35 276.52
178.07 158.41 105.54 119.26 135.99 279.50
174.77 154.88 101.74 115.50 132.87 276.49
174.98 154.65 101.53 115.57 133.13 277.08
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APPENDIX E
SUMMARY
OF
SYNCHRONOUS PULSATION TEST DATA

This appendix contains the complete history of synchronous (or order
related) pressure pulsations for configurations A and C. The waveforms
are filtered for DCcomponentof pressure, so only the fluctuating, of AC
componentremains. The waveformsinclude two shaft revolutions. The 0
degree position on all plots refers to the "top-dead-center" position of
the shaft key phasor. The TDCposition occurs i0 degrees upstream of the
position of the scroll cutwater leading edge.
The time waveformsfor configuration B are in the process of being
corrected for phase. Oncecompleted, this set of data will be included in
this appendix.
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